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Abstrat
Signiant eorts have been made by researhers to enhane wave energy for ex-
tration, and a number of wave energy devies have been proposed and prototypes
have been built. To better understand wave energy onversion tehnology and
its interation with the resoure (waves), a new devie lassiation is proposed:
Wave interferene devies, wave olletor devies and wave resonane devies.
In a similar line of investigation, the development of a wave energy basin to enhane
wave energy onversion is investigated. The onept onsiders a shoreline-based
resonant basin that makes use of the researh on properties of the devies already
lassied. The interation of a wave energy onverter devie inside the basin is
not onsidered.
Results from physial and numerial modelling are promising. The wave energy
density is inreased by a fator of 2.9, but it is limited to a narrow wave frequeny
band.
The onept of a wave energy basin to enhane wave energy onversion an lead
to further researh. Wave energy resoures might be inreased even more by on-
strutive wave interation between radiated waves from wave energy onverters
and inoming waves within a resonant basin.
ii
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Opsomming
Aansienlike pogings is deur navorsers gemaak om golfenergie te verbeter vir ont-
ginning, en 'n aantal golfenergie toestelle is voorgestel en prototipes is reeds
gebou. Vir verdere navorsing word golfenergie-omskakelingstegnologie en die in-
teraksie met die bron (golwe) as 'n nuwe toestelklassikasie voorgestel: Golf-
inmengingstoestelle, golf-versamelaarstoestelle en golf-resonansie toestelle.
In 'n soortgelyke lyn van ondersoek, is die ontwikkeling van' n golfenergie-kom
om golfenergie-omsetting te verbeter ook ondersoek. Die konsep stel 'n kuslyn-
gebaseerde resonante skottel voor wat gebruik maak van die navorsing en eien-
skappe op die toestelle wat reeds geklassiseeris. Die interaksie van 'n golfenergie-
omsettingstoestel binne die kom is nie oorweeg nie.
Resultate van die siese en numeriese modellering is belowend. Die golfenergie-
digtheid is met 'n faktor van 2.9 verhoog, maar dit is beperk tot 'n smal golrek-
wensieband.
Die konsep van 'n golfenergie-kom om golfenergie-omsetting te verhoog, kan lei tot
verdere navorsing. Die golfenergie-bron kan verder verhoog word deur 'n konstruk-
tiewe golf-interaksie tussengolwe wat van die energie-omsetters uitgestraal word,
en die inkomende golwe binne 'n resonante kom.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Bakground
The prodution of renewable energy from oean waves is not a new idea, and proof
of this is the rst tehnique patented in Frane bak in 1799 by Pierre Girard and
son (Clement et al., 2002). With the oil risis in 1973, a new interest in wave energy
researh developed worldwide, promoting some of the most quoted wave energy
researhers in the western world: Kjell Budal (d1989) and Johannes Falnes from
the Norwegian Institute of Tehnology; David Evans from the Bristol University;
Mihael Frenh from the University of Lanaster; Mihael E. MCormik from
the U. S. Naval Aademy; Chiang C. Mei and John Newman from the MIT; and
Stephen Salter from the University of Edinburgh.
South Afria was not exluded. A near-shore devie, the Stellenbosh Wave Energy
Converter (SWEC), was designed in the early 1980's (Retief et al., 1982) to suit
loal onditions. Investigations were abandoned within 10 years with the redution
in oil pries and onsequent lak of researh and development (R&D) funding.
Currently there are more than a thousand wave energy onverter (WEC ) devies
that have been patented in Japan, North Ameria and Europe. Nevertheless,
only a few prototypes have been built and there is no well-proven devie available
ommerially to date.
Today it is not only the prie of oil that is driving the development of renewable
energy soures. It is the need to diversify the energy matrix and also a long-
term eet: emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, mainly arbon
dioxide (CO2) from the ombustion of fossil fuels. The world energy supply to
date is dependent on fossil fuels. Fortytwo perent of global energy generation
is fuelled by oal (IEA, 2010), and oal power plants aount for 28% of global
CO2 emissions. China is the seond largest energy onsumer, after the USA, with
15% of global energy use, and oal is the primary energy soure, at 69% in 2000
1
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(Wang et al., 2011b). The world's biggest eonomies, whih are also the biggest
energy onsumers, are the main ontributors to CO2 emissions. In desending
order, the ountries that ontribute the most to global CO2 emission are: China,
USA, India, Russia, Japan and Germany (CDIAC, 2007). The European Union
as a whole would be ranked third.
In South Afria, oal fuels 93% of eletriity prodution (IEA, 2010), and in spite
of the fat that it was ranked by the World Bank as the 31st world eonomy in
terms of GDP in 2009, it is the 13th largest CO2 emitter in the world (CDIAC,
2007).
Due to the above fats and onerns, a number of ountries are hanging their
poliies aimed at reduing the arbon footprint of their eonomies to a greater or
lesser extent, giving room and inentives for the prodution of renewable energy.
Within this ontext, the South Afrian government is already promoting a shift in
energy generation to some extent away from oal towards renewables. As part of
this poliy, the IRP-2010 or Integrated Eletriity Resoure Plan for South Afria
2010 to 2030 (DoE, 2010) was published for publi review. A balaned senario for
2030 is proposed, onsidering 33% of new apaity from renewable soures (16%
in total, exluding a 6% Hydro), and 9% new apaity of oal-based load. With
this plan, the oal ontribution to energy generation would be redued to 48% by
2030.
In terms of renewables, the IRP-2010, whih is to be revised every two years,
onsiders onshore wind energy apaity up to 5 GW by 2019 and solar power up
to 600MW by 2019. After 2019 it would depend on the maturity of the tehnology
and priing. It is interesting to note that wave energy onversion is not onsidered
or mentioned in the IRP-2010 report.
From the global wave energy resoure estimates of Barstow (2008), the areas of
highest overall oshore wave energy in the southern hemisphere are loated o
South Afria, Southern Chile, South and South West Australia and New Zealand.
This wave energy resoure is more stable if ompared with loations elsewhere.
The same author whows that the minimum monthly wave power relative to the
annual wave power is higher and the ratio between the 100-year signiant wave
height and the mean wave height is lower if ompared with the North Atlanti and
North Pai.
This eet an be better understood with the help of Figure 1.1, in whih the
oeans relative to eah other and to land masses are shown with an aurate sale.
The South Pai, South Atlanti and Indian Oeans are the largest water surfaes
on the Earth. Moreover, they are onneted by the Southern Oean that surrounds
Antartia (at the entre of Figure 1.1). This provides a large surfae oean area
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Figure 1.1: Spilhaus projetion of the oean watersheds drawn by Clark (2008) after
J.P. Snyder. The overall proportion of land to water, the relative proportion of eah
oean to the others, and the proportions, shape and size of the partiular watersheds,
relative to eah other, are aurate. The map folds to a globe.
to produe and store wave power from the surfae wind.
In South Afria, it was found from the work of Joubert (2008) that the South
West Coast is exposed to the highest wave power, with an average wave power of
approximately 40kW per metre wave rest. The rest of the South Afrian oast
is exposed to average wave power of between approximately 18 kW/m and 23
kW/m. For ontext, the rst ommerial wave energy onversion plant, Mutriku,
was inaugurated in July 2011 in the North of Spain. This plant was integrated
into a breakwater with an average wave energy resoure of 7kW/m (Tease et al.,
2007).
1.2 Problem statement
In general terms, any projet that requires the onstrution of failities in the ma-
rine environment is a hallenge in itself. For wave energy onversion developments
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there are four main tehnial issues:
1. Projet loation. The rst one is in relation to the loation and its aessi-
bility to existing supporting infrastruture for onstrution and maintenane
of the failities. Wave power is omparatively higher at exposed loations
further away from land or in remote and inaessible areas where there is a
lak of infrastruture. Partiularly for wave energy projets, the distane to
the national power grid or nal onsumer is also relevant.
2. Harsh marine environment. The marine environment is aggressive and
dynami in terms of wind and wave loads, humidity and orrosion of steel
and reinforements, marine growth, abrasion and movable sea oor in oastal
areas.
3. Impats on the environment. The third diulty is the potential envi-
ronmental impat that should be onsidered from the start of any WEC
development. Although it is not a diret tehnial diulty in design, it is
neessary to obtain environmental permits and to ahieve a renewable and
sustainable solution. The most typial impats on the environment (Thorpe,
1999; Cruz, 2008) are noise, aesthetis, navigation hazard and impat on the
marine ora and fauna.
4. The resoure. A main problem is the manner in whih the energy resoure
(waves) presents itself at the hosen site for wave energy extration. Wave
power is proportional to wave height squared and to the wave period, both
of whih are variable in spae and time. Closer to the shore, wave heights
are dissipated by breaking and wave diretions are transformed due to wave
interation with the sea oor.
Considering the rst three main tehnial issues as general types of problems for
any type of marine works, the spei main problem in wave energy developments
is the resoure variability, as previously stated by Cruz (2008): The tehnial
hallenge is “to onvert the time varying inident power, to useful eletrial power
or into some useful repository of power storage”.
The problem of resoure variability an be seen from three aspets (Clement et al.,
2002):
 Irregularity in wave onditions. Oean waves are irregular in ampli-
tude, frequeny and diretion, and also have hourly, daily and seasonal u-
tuations. The power input is random and power output needs to be delivered
in a onstant fashion and when it is needed.
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 Slow motion. Eletri generators have to onvert slow-motion waves into
eletriity at higher frequeny to feed the power grid. A simple example
would be to onsider waves with a onstant wave height and wave period
(regular or monohromati waves): then for typial oean waves with a pe-
riod of 10 s, this is a wave with a frequeny of 0.1 Hz, and the eletri
generators have to onvert the available wave power to math the 50 Hz
of the power grid. This requires the generation of eletrial energy at a
frequeny 500 times higher than the input wave energy.
 Extreme events. Extreme weather onditions impose large loads on the
strutures that need to be sized for survivability without neessarily inreas-
ing the apture of wave power.
The resoure variability aspet also brings new hallenges, in terms of the resoure
assessment and prototype sales for wave energy developments.
To quantify the resoure, the average wave power usually is used as a parameter for
omparison purposes between sites. Unfortunately this parameter is misleading,
sine it takes into aount unexploitable wave energy. The exploitable wave energy
resoure is a better parameter (Folley and Whittaker, 2009), and is dened by the
devie or wave farm hydrodynamis and its plant rating. The wave energy resoure
is then tehnologially and eonomially limited, rather than only restrited by the
available resoure itself.
Finally, wave period denes the size and sale of the devies. This means that a
devie designed for the North Atlanti Oean or the North Sea needs to be resized
and built larger to be eient oshore of the South Afrian oastline. Indeed, the
longer periods of the South Afrian wave resoure means longer wavelengths and
even slower motions.
1.3 Objetives
The general objetive of the study was to determine the feasibility of a shoreline-
based basin designed to modify the wave energy resoure. This was in order to
redue the resoure variability of the inoming waves, as stated in 1.2, and then
to maximize the power prodution by one or more wave energy devies deployed
within the basin.
The spei objetive of the investigation was to determine whether a speial
basin with a spei geometry open to the sea an inrease the loal wave energy
density by trapping sea waves, and whether it is feasible to be used to maximize
wave energy extration.
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1.4 Limitations
From the previous setion, the investigation was aimed at enhaning the wave
onditions in a basin in order to maximize wave energy extration. The main
limitations of this study would be in the validity of the wave theory used and in
the assumptions made in the model to simplify the geometry of the basin.
An eet that will not be modelled is the impat of WECs on the basin dynamis.
It is expeted that a WEC operating at resonane would radiate waves that might
ouple with the basin waves, also at resonane, hanging the wave pattern inside
the basin. This is an eet that depends on the design of the WEC itself and also
on the interation between them if more than one. These are both subjets that
are beyond the sope of this study.
1.5 Signiane of the study
The design premise of the proposed basin is to minimize the problems identied in
1.2. In this regard, the proposed basin an be referred as an enabling tehnology
for wave energy onversion, and the aim would be to:
1. Work as an aumulator, allowing WECs to extrat wave energy from a
more onstant distribution of wave heights in time. For a given inoming
wave energy ux, the system is expeted to inrease the wave energy density,
reduing the irregularity in wave amplitude.
2. Redue the strutural loading in the event of extreme weather onditions.
Physially it is possible to restrit the maximum wave heights by limiting the
water depths. Also, the projet loation and the orientation of the entrane
of the basin an redue the exposure to storm waves. The WECs to operate
inside this system an then be designed with less risk of damage from extreme
storms, reduing WEC onstrution osts and inreasing survivability.
Besides the above, the loation of the basin would provide seondary eets
that should be onsidered, as follows:
1. Potential environmental impats on the shoreline.
2. A shore-based basin might redue the WEC installation and maintenane
osts, sine aess would be easier.
3. A basin allows the operation of dierent types of WECs inside the basin.
4. An inreased number of WECs per unit of surfae area redues the demand
for oean surfae.
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5. A basin an also be used as a testing faility. The WEC tehnology might
be improved over time, but ould still utilize the same basin.
This basin is not a panaea for wave energy extration, sine it is adding the
onstrution ost of the basin and would be limited to the available room along
the shoreline. In spite of this, the onept of a wave energy basin is onsidered
promising.
1.6 Thesis overview
This introdution (Chapter 1) presents tehnial problems in wave energy onver-
sion, as well as the objetives, limitations and signiane of this thesis.
Following the Introdution, the literature review is presented in Chapter 2. Wave
energy absorbers are presented from the point of view of the resoure rather than
the harateristis of the devie. A WEC devie lassiation is proposed based
on its interation with the inoming waves. Based on this lassiation, ommon
harateristis between wave energy absorbers are evident. Potential wave inter-
ations that an be enhaned in a basin are proposed.
In Chapter 3 the methodology of the investigation is explained, starting from a
proposed basin layout to maximize wave energy onversion. Details of physial
experiments and numerial model studies are desribed.
Chapter 4 presents the results of both the physial and numerial experiments. A
disussion of the results follows.
Finally, in Chapter 5 signiant onlusions are drawn and further studies are
proposed.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Introdution
The idea of a basin to maximize wave energy onversion sounds expensive to build,
but it is appealing to inrease wave energy density for better availability to wave
energy onverter (WEC ) devies. Besides, a shoreline basin would provide easy
aess for maintenane.
Wave energy extration is a omplex, dynami 3D proess. In this proess the
hydrodynami eets used by the power take-o (PTO) system are spei to the
WEC design. Hene it is neessary to observe and understand what has been done
in wave energy onversion before attempting to improve the wave onditions inside
a basin.
Wave energy onverters at dierent development stages are listed in Khan and
Bhuyan (2009). Speial attention was given to WECs that are at a similar design
stage. From those WECs, 16 were seleted beause they have a prototype, are
representative of a type of WEC, and there is enough information publily avail-
able. These 16 wave energy onverter devies are presented by their interation
with waves to inrease the apture of wave power by the PTO system.
The power apture performane of a wave energy devie an be measured by the
apture width. Capture width (L) is by denition the ratio between the total
mean power absorbed by the wave absorber and the mean power unit of the wave
front (Pw) of the inident waves. The devie then aptures an amount of LPw.
This index is widely used in wave energy onversion, and an be seen as a bulk
index of wave energy onverter performane.
The review of wave energy onversion devies leads to a proposal for a new WEC
lassiation, based on the interation of the devie with the resoure (waves)
rather than on harateristis of the devie. This literature review is organized on
8
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Figure 2.1: Classiation of wave energy onverters based on properties of the devie
(Cruz, 2008).
the basis of this new lassiation.
This hapter onludes with the most suitable wave interation to be enhaned
within a basin to maximize wave energy onversion.
2.2 Classiation of wave energy onverters
Classiations of wave energy onverters (WECs) are typially based on the geom-
etry, its priniple of operation and the loation of the devie (Cruz, 2008; Falao,
2010). These lassiations are illustrated in Figure 2.1. From the geometry, a
WEC an be lassied as a point absorber, an attenuator or a terminator. The
priniple of operation of the WEC denes if it is an osillating water olumn
(OWC ), an overtopping, osillating or surging devie, and the devie an be lo-
ated oshore, nearshore or at the shoreline. An alternative lassiation onsiders
the status of development of the devie: rst-, seond- and third-generation sys-
tems (Cruz, 2008). All of these lassiations are entred on the devie.
To improve the wave energy resoure for extration in a basin, it is neessary to
understand the way in whih the WEC interats with the resoure to extrat en-
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Figure 2.2: Proposed new lassiation of wave energy onverters based on the inter-
ation of the devie with the resoure.
ergy. For this purpose, a omplementary lassiation is proposed entred on the
resoure rather than on the devie, as shown in Figure 2.2. These interations are
basially wave interferene, wave olletion and resonane. These three intera-
tions are present to a greater or lesser extent in every WEC design. An optimum
WEC design should optimise these abilities.
Representative WEC devies that have prototypes are grouped and presented by
their main ability to interfere with the inoming waves, to ollet or fous waves
at a point or area, and to amplify the water surfae elevation by resonane.
2.3 Wave interferene
For an osillating system to be a good wave energy extrator, it should also be able
to be a good wave generator when driven by external energy. Waves generated by
an osillating body should anel the transmitted or reeted waves for maximum
extration (Falnes and Budhal, 1978). Hene, wave interferene needs to be of
a destrutive nature to be useful for wave energy absorption. As illustrated in
Figure 2.3, a body osillating in heave and pith, driven by external energy, an
transmit a wave that ompletely absorbs an inoming wave.
In the ase of a point absorber, when it extrats energy from inoming waves it gen-
erates irular waves radiating away from the submerged surfae of the osillating
body (Falnes, 2002), as illustrated in Figure 2.4. These radiated waves therefore
limit the devie performane, sine they are generated by the devie work.
Similarly, Falnes and Budhal (1978) introdued the term dynami reetion. Dy-
nami reetion takes plae when an osillator generates waves opposite in dire-
tion to the inoming waves, but shifted in phase to generate a standing wave with
a node at the osillator.
2.3.1 Construtive wave interferene of xed strutures
The superposition of linear regular waves heading in opposite diretions produes
a standing wave pattern. This an happen oshore by waves oming from dierent
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Figure 2.3: Wave interferene by an osillating body (Falnes and Budhal, 1978). a)
inident wave, b) symmetri wave generated by an osillating body in heave, ) antisym-
metri wave generated by an osillating body in pith, and d) superposition of waves
from a), b) and ) ompletely absorb the inident wave.
Figure 2.4: Wave pattern of two interfering waves seen from above (Falnes, 2002).
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generation zones, nearshore by reeted waves from a reeting oastline, or within
a harbour due to wave reetion from vertial quay walls.
The wave energy storage E, also alled wave energy density, in a standing wave
pattern is twie the inoming average wave energy (Holthuijsen, 2007; Falnes,
2007),
Estanding = ρg(η2f + η
2
b ) = 2ρgη
2
f = 2E, (2.3.1)
with ηf and ηb the forward and bakward water surfae elevations respetively.
This is onsidering an ideal fully reetive vertial wall without dissipation (ηf =
ηb) and head-on waves.
On the other hand, the wave energy transport F , or average wave energy ux, is
zero at the antinodes, sine no energy is transmitted forward at a vertial wall,
F standing = 0. (2.3.2)
In the ase of partial reetion, the reeted water surfae elevation ηb would be
a fration of the inoming water surfae elevation ηf . In terms of the reetion
oeient, Cr = ηb/ηf with 0 ≤ Cr ≤ 1. In this ase, the wave energy storage on
a standing wave pattern with partially reeted head-on waves beomes
Estanding = (1 + C
2
r )E (2.3.3)
and the wave energy transport or ux is
F standing = (1− C2r )F (2.3.4)
whih for perfet reetion (Cr = 1) beomes zero, as in the partiular ase of
equation 2.3.2 (Holthuijsen, 2007; Falnes, 2007). Typial values of reetion oef-
ients for dierent strutures an be found in Thompson et al. (1996).
Waves at an angle produe a slightly more ompliated pattern. The resultant
osillation of two wave fronts at an angle of 45
◦
is illustrated in Figure 2.5. This
partiular standing wave pattern has nodal lines at an angle and antinodes on
single points.
A similar pattern is formed in front of a vertial wall by inoming waves at an
angle. The main dierene is that nodal lines are not xed. Nodal lines per-
pendiular to the wall travels along the wall (pattern movement in Figure 2.6),
produing a wave along the wall, as shown.
On the other hand, a fully reetive struture like a vertial wall with head-on
waves and no absorption will reet all the inoming wave energy, opposite in di-
retion and with the same phase. A standing wave will be generated with an anti
node at the wall. If a symmetrial osillating body in heave (point absorber) is
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water surface elevation
Figure 2.5: Superposition of waves at an angle of 45
◦
.
Figure 2.6: Perfetly reeted oblique wave pattern from a nite vertial barrier (M-
Cormik, 2007).
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loated at an antinode in front of this reetive wall, the potential for wave power
absorption inreases. In ontrast, if it is loated at a node it drops to zero (Evans,
1988).
The eet of the loal shoreline on a wave energy onverter was studied by Brito-
Melo et al. (2000). This researh foused on the eet of the loal bathymetry on
the performane of an osillating water olumn (OWC) devie by using a bound-
ary element method. In a similar line of investigation, Martins-Rivas and Mei
(2007) studied linear diration by an OWC hamber loated at the head of a
breakwater.
Wave sattering from an OWC hamber at the head of a breakwater was stud-
ied by Martins-Rivas (2008), and an OWC on a li oastline was reported by
Martins-Rivas and Mei (2009). In both ases a linear hybrid element method was
used, whih was based on potential ow, radiation boundary onditions and the
inlusion of the eets of the OWC hamber on the veloity potential. In the rst
ase, it was notied that the response of the system depends strongly on the angle
of inidene, and in the seond one, the apture length was doubled due to oastal
reetion.
From these referenes, wave interferene is also relevant in terms of the strutures
nearby a WEC. The superposition of inoming waves, radiated waves from the
WEC devie, and sattering of waves from nearby strutures or the shoreline af-
fets the overall performane of the wave energy onverter devie.
Similarly to osillating bodies, radiated waves from xed strutures suh as vertial
walls or a reetive oastline an ontribute to inreasing the wave power apture.
The main dierene would be that a single oastal struture absorbs energy only
by dissipation. Hene, in this ase it is not possible to invert the phase of the
inoming waves.
In onlusion, in this thesis the term onstrutive wave interferene is used to de-
ne the interation between xed strutures and inoming waves that results in
an inrease in wave energy.
2.3.2 Wave interferene devies
Wave energy onverters that fall into this ategory are basially osillating bodies
that, through their motion, absorb power, but at the same time radiate waves that
interfere with the inoming waves. These absorbers an be oating, submerged or
xed to the bottom, and generally the destrutive interferene is enhaned when
the absorbers operate in an arrangement of units (Falnes and Budhal, 1978).
The rst wave absorber that sueeded in interfering destrutively with the inom-
ing waves was the Salter Duk of Salter (1974). The eet is learly seen in the
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Figure 2.7: Destrutive interferene of the Salter Duk (Salter, 1974). Time exposure
with traing uid showing size of reeted and transmitted waves (photo by Jamie Taylor
in 1976).
slow shutter speed photo by Jamie Taylor in 1976 (Figure 2.7). The asymmetri
Salter Duk in pith interferes with the inoming waves, but radiates no energy in
the wave diretion, absorbing most of the wave power. Hene, the more eetive
the devie, the fewer waves are radiated away from the devie in the wave dire-
tion.
An analogue eet to the Duk was ahieved by the Pelamis wave energy onverter,
shown in Figure 2.8. Provided by four or ve ylindrial setions, the joints allow
a restrited vertial and lateral movement by an orthogonal pair of inlined axes
from vertial and horizontal, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The motion between
adjaent setions drives hydrauli ompressors at the hinges (Cruz, 2008). The
ombined motion, similar to the motion of a snake, produes a harateristi ra-
diation pattern in whih the motion of the buoyant setions reinfores waves in
a presribed diretion and anels others, while the waves move along the devie
(Figure 2.10). This pattern inreases the theoretial maximum apture width of
the Pelamis up to half a wave length, whih is three times (pi) more eetive than
a oating buoy with the same volume (Cruz, 2008).
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Figure 2.8: PelamisWEC allows vertial and lateral motions to inrease apture width.
Bottom right: Pelamis at a dry-dok (http://www.pelamiswave.om).
Figure 2.9: Shemati response of a ross setion of the Pelamis WEC. Response under
non-resonant (1) and resonant (2) modes.
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Figure 2.10: Wave interferene of the Pelamis WEC (Cruz, 2008).
There are other two subgroups of osillating wave absorbers that interfere with
the inoming waves: oating and submerged symmetrial osillating bodies.
Floating symmetrial osillating bodies are buoys, of dierent size, shape and
power take-o systems, that radiate waves as illustrated in Figure 2.4. This allows
an inrease in maximum apture width to the inoming wave length divided by 2pi
(Cruz, 2008). There are several designs of buoy absorbers, suh as the IPS buoy
or the Power Buoy, shown in Figure 2.11.
Submerged symmetrial wave absorbers also radiate waves in a similar pattern to
the oating ones, suh as the Arquimedes Wave Swing (Figure 2.12) or the CETO-
3, shown in Figure 2.13 (left). In these ases the devies are submerged but lose
to the water surfae, where the wave energy is higher. A CFD model of the in-
teration between the submerged sphere of the CETO-3 WEC and the inoming
waves is shown in Figure 2.13 (right). Short waves radiate from the osillating
body.
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Figure 2.11: Osillating devies: the IPS buoy (Weinstein, 2006) (left) and an arrange-
ment of Power Buoys devies (artist's impression) (right).
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Figure 2.12: Submerged osillating wave energy devie with a linear generator, the
Arquimedes Wave Swing (http://www.awsoean.om and Polinder et al. (2005)).
Figure 2.13: CFD model of the interation between the bottom xed and submerged
sphere of CETO-3 WEC (left) and the inoming waves. The PTO system pumps sea
water to shore (http://www.arnegiewave.om).
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Figure 2.14: Tapered hannel (Taphan) funnels waves to ll a reservoir by overtopping.
2.4 Wave olletor devies
Wave olletors are wave energy devies with appendies or strutures with the
ability to inrease the available wave power levels at the onverter. A way to
ahieve this is to inrease the overall width of the devie by means of reetors to
fous the wave power at the loation of the wave absorber.
A wave olletor an be found in nature as roky gulleys, where the wave power
is onentrated by the narrowing sides of the gulley and a favourable near-shore
bathymetry. The eetiveness of the olletor for wave power absorption depends
on its shape, size and degree of exposure to wave power, i.e. water depth and
slope, orientation, entrane width, bottom roughness and, of ourse, loal wave
limate.
Man-made wave olletors an also be strutures or appendies designed to inrease
the wave energy absorber apture width. Narrowing hannels, wave reetors and
bottom mounds are types of wave energy olletors that have been designed, built
or proposed, as presented below.
2.4.1 Narrowing hannel
A wave olletor in front of a wave absorber is eetive. The olletor provides
inreased levels of wave power per metre wave front at the devie for the same
oshore wave power. This an be done by narrowing the distane between the side
walls in a hannel, utilising a natural gulley, or by fousing the wave energy into
an area by refration or reetion. The purpose is to redue the width of the wave
front for a onstant level of wave energy ux.
An example of this wave power apture struture is the Taphan, illustrated in
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Figure 2.15: Taphan roky gulley and tapered hannel. Left: Waves funneled at the
roky gulley (bottom right), then at the tapered hannel (entre) to ll the reservoir by
overtopping (top left). Photo from Falnes and Hals (1999). Right: Aerial view of the
olletor and hannel after deommission (Google Earth).
Figure 2.14. ThisWEC has two narrowing hannel eets. Firstly, a natural roky
gulley funnels wave power into a hannel entrane and, seondly, the man-made
hannel (the Tapered hannel) also narrows, but this time to gradually absorb
wave power. The hannel olletor was built for the 350kW tapered hannel that
operated in Toestallen, Norway, from 1985 to 1991 (Brooke, 2003).
The narrowing eet of a roky gulley is site spei, depending on gulley plan
shape, size and bathymetry. The plan shape of the natural gulley and narrowing
hannel an be seen in Figure 2.15.
At the end of the natural gulley, the narrowing hannel has 6 m to 7 m water
depth with a at bottom. Vertial onrete side walls extend up to a height of 2
m to 3 m above mean sea level (Brooke, 2003). The hannel funnels waves and
inrease the wave energy levels. The inreased water surfae osillation spills over
the sides of the hannel to ll a reservoir, reported to have an area of 8,500 m2.
The hydrauli head drives a generator.
After this design, another Taphan devie of 1.1 MW installed power was proposed
to be built in Indonesia, the INDONOR's TapChan power plant. The projet was
abandoned after the nanial risis in late 1997 (Brooke, 2003)
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In the ase of the proposed 1.1 MW power plant in Indonesia, the wave olletor
dimensions were 126 m long with a maximum width of 124 m. The narrowing
hannel (tapered hannel) was designed to -8 m hart datum (CD), 60 m long
with a maximum width of 7 m (Falnes, 2005).
A balane of energy between planes perpendiular to the wave diretion and at
both ends of the hannel leads to b1F1 = b2F2 with F = ncE. This is without
losses and hannel widths on its ends b1 and b2. The power apture at the narrow
side of the hannel then beomes F2 = F1b1/b2, whih is a linear gain in wave
energy apture. The drawbak is that it requires a long struture to minimise
wave reetions and gradually inrease wave power.
The Pendulor shown in Figure 2.16 is another example of a wave olletor. Convex
vertial walls funnel wave energy into a hamber where the PTO system is loated
(Wang et al., 2011b).
A natural gulley is also a olletor. A slowly narrowing gulley ross-setion and
shoaling inrease the wave energy density. Osillating water olumn prototypes
that use this eet are the 75kW Queens University of Belfast devie , the 400kW
Pio plant in Figure 2.17 (Falao, 2000), and the 40kW plant at Sansei shown in
Figure 2.18 (Hagerman, 1992).
As mentioned in Setion 2.3, the researh of Brito-Melo et al. (2000) foused on
the eet of the loal shoreline on a WEC. The wave energy onverter studied was
the OWC of Pio Island, illustrated in Figure 2.17. The numerial model of the
OWC hamber was extended to inlude the roky gulley (Figures 2.19 and 2.20).
The main advantage of devies built on natural gulleys is that a relatively small
size devie make use of the existing natural rok to inrease the apture of wave
power. The disadvantage is the natural gulley itself: it is site spei and water
depths and slopes an limit the inoming wave energy by early wave breaking.
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Figure 2.16: Funnel eet of the Pendulor wave energy onverter. Left: onept sketh
of the mehanial parts. Right: 100kW Pendulor prototype with onvex walls at Daguan
Island (Wang et al., 2011b).
Figure 2.17: Gulley eets of the OWC in Pio Island at the Azores. Left: Plan
loation of the 400kW OWC prototype. Right: sketh of the hamber and air turbine
(Falao, 2000).
Figure 2.18: Gulley eets of the 40kW OWC Sansei. Left: plan loation. Right:
bird's eye view of the prototype (Hagerman, 1992).
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Figure 2.19: Roky gulley inluded in the model of the Pio Island OWC (Brito-Melo
et al., 2000).
Figure 2.20: Pio Island OWC from Google Earth. Azores Arhipelago.
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Figure 2.21: Wave reetors on a 1:4.5 prototype sale of the Wave Dragon overtopping
devie (Kramer and Frigaard, 2002; Sorensen et al., 2003).
2.4.2 Wave reetors
Wave reetors are another means to ollet wave energy and inrease apture
width. The objetive is to fous wave power at a point or area by wave reetion.
The advantage, if ompared to narrowing hannels, is that they an be shorter for
the same level of power apture.
A oating wave reetor was designed for the Wave DragonWEC shown in Figure
2.21. In this oating devies, wave reetors are appendies on eah side of a
reservoir. Wave energy is reeted towards the ramp and lls the reservoir by
overtopping waves. The PTO system is a low head hydrauli turbine. The plan
shape of the reetors must be paraboli, with the fous at the ramp. Floating
WECs an be moored and exposed to more energeti oshore waves. Sine wave
energy deays exponentially with depth, the draft of oating reetors is relevant
to utilize the higher energy levels on the oean surfae.
Aording to Kramer and Frigaard (2002), the onguration tested in the physial
and numerial models gave eienies of 130% to 140%. The eieny gures of
the reetors were alulated as the mean power at the entre ross-setion (at the
ramp of width 2 in Figure 2.22) divided by the power of the undisturbed inoming
wave. From this denition it an be said that the alulated eienies (130% to
140%) are mean ampliation fators (along the ross-setion) squared (A2f ).
The ampliation fator Af was dened as the ratio between the measured wave
heights (or amplitude) at a point to the inoming wave height (or amplitude). The
Af squared represents the inrease in wave power ompared to the inoming wave
power.
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Figure 2.22: Floating wave reetors of the Wave Dragon WEC. Blak irles represent
the position of 11 wave gauges used to measure surfae elevations (Kramer and Frigaard,
2002).
Figure 2.23: Wave Dragon model tests. Surfae water ampliation at six wave gauges
from entre (Kramer and Frigaard, 2002).
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The measured ampliation fators are presented in Figure 2.23. From this gure
it an be seen that the reetors beome more eetive with shorter waves. The
longer the reetors, the more power they apture.
What was not presented in Kramer and Frigaard (2002) is the wave between the
reetors. This wave pattern might amplify the wave heights at xed loations of
the ross-setion in the study, similarly to the oblique wave pattern from a nite
vertial wall illustrated in Figure 2.6. The wave pattern depends on the wave
period, as an be seen in Figure 2.23.
Another devie with paraboli reetors is the OWC Mk-1 from Energeteh,
shown in Figure 2.25. Wave energy is foused under the hamber of an osillating
water olumn. An air turbine drives a generator.
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Figure 2.24: Diagrams of the paraboli reetors on the 500kW osillating water olumn
Mk-1 by Oeanlinx (previously Energeteh), Australia (Previsi, 2004)
Figure 2.25: OWC Mk-1 by Oeanlinx (previously Energeteh), Port Kembla, Aus-
tralia. (Google Earth, http://www.oeanlinx.om)
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Figure 2.26: Generi design for the Mount Maunganui multi-level surng reef, New
Zealand (Blak and Mead, 2009).
2.4.3 Bottom mounds
Bottom mounds are submerged strutures that modify the wave height pattern on
the lee side of the mound. These underwater mounds have been used primarily
for beah protetion, but lately also to improve surng onditions and to enhane
wave energy for extration.
For beah protetion, underwater mounds or reef breakwaters indue wave break-
ing and dissipation by limiting the water depth. These obstales are linear in plan
shape, and prismati in ross-setion. Reef breakwaters transmit but also reet
wave energy.
Artiial surng reefs are also a type of beah protetion struture. These bottom
mounds fous the inoming wave energy into an area to inrease the wave heights.
By doing this, early wave breaking and dissipation ours further away from the
shoreline. The volume and shape of the mound modies the seabed topography,
fousing the wave energy by refration and shoaling at the lee of the struture.
The shape and sizes vary. For instane the artiial reef of Mount Maunganui in
New Zealand, illustrated in Figure 2.26, has a v-shape and in plan is about 90 m
x 80 m (Blak and Mead, 2009).
For wave energy absorption, Wang et al. (2002) studied the hydrodynami perfor-
mane of an onshore OWC on a slope, as shown in Figure 2.27. The investigation
was done with a 3D boundary integral method and a physial model with regular
waves. It was found that the eet of the approahing slope and water depth at
the shoreline are signiant on the performane of the OWC.
The refration of waves by the bottom ontours is a natural eet that an be used
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Figure 2.27: Sketh of the OWC on an onshore slope by Wang et al. (2002).
to selet an appropriate nearshore or shoreline site for wave energy onversion.
An underwater mound seaward of an OWC was proposed by Gouaud et al. (2010)
to inrease the apture width. The bottom mound in the experiment had an elon-
gated shape in the wave diretion, as shown in Figure 2.28. The loation of the
OWC was deided aording to the area with higher wave ampliation.
A maximum wave ampliation fator Af of 1.6 was found at the lee of the mound,
as shown in Figure 2.28, inreasing the apture width L by a fator of 2.5 (L ∝ A2f ).
In terms of the relative sizes, the OWC width was one eighth of the mound ross-
shore diretion to benet from the limited area with amplied wave heights.
This investigation also onluded that shore-based plants should be loated in
favourable bathymetri onditions, or in ones that an be improved by means of
an artiial reef.
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Figure 2.28: Longitudinal setion, plan shape and wave ampliation fator over an
underwater mound after Gouaud et al. (2010). In this Figure, waves travel from left to
right.
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Figure 2.29: Closed and open-ended seihe modes (n) in a retangular basin with
uniform depth. In this gure, L is the length of the basin. Figure from Rabinovih
(2010).
2.5 Resonant basins
A resonant basin is a partly enlosed body of water exposed to oean waves, with
the ability to amplify the water surfae elevation to maximise wave energy extra-
tion. For instane, a wave absorber with a hamber provided with a submerged
entrane denes a basin that an be designed to resonate with the prevailing wave
onditions.
This onept is ontrary to a harbour that, by denition, is a plae of refuge or
safety for ships, boat and barges. Harbour layouts and oastal defene strutures
in ommerial ports are designed to provide alm waters to maximise the ship-to-
shore transfer of produts.
Resonant basins for wave energy extration and harbour osillations in ommerial
ports are responses of the same phenomen on resonant osillations.
2.5.1 Resonant osillations
Resonant osillations in a basin is also referred to as harbour resonane, harbour
osillations, surging or seihing (CEM, 2006). As a general term, seihes are long-
period standing wave osillations in enlosed basins that our when a foring
mehanism, suh as tides or winds, mathes the natural period of osillation of the
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basin and resonane takes plae.
Partiularly, harbour osillation or harbour resonane is a type of seihe that is
generated mainly by long waves entering a semi-enlosed basin, like a harbour,
and whose mehanism of deay is mainly due to waves being radiated through the
harbour entrane (Rabinovih, 2010).
An important property of seihes is that the natural periods of osillation depend
on the basin geometry and water depth, and not on the exiting fore. Addition-
ally, harbour resonane has a fundamental mode of osillation that is absent in
enlosed basins, namely the Helmholtz mode, whih is also alled pumping mode
or quarter wave osillation.
The modes of osillation of an enlosed and open-ended retangular basin with
onstant water depth are shown in Figure 2.29. For the enlosed basin, the funda-
mental mode (n = 1) of a harbour with main dimension Lb is half the wave length
(L in this gure), and the resonant wave number beomes k = pi/Lb. The general
expression for other modes of osillation is k = 2pi/(2Lb/n), or simply k = npi/Lb
for n = 1, 2, ..
A similar rule applies for an open basin, but for a quarter wave length. The
general expression for the wave number is k = 2pi/(4Lb/(2n + 1)), or simply
k = (2n+ 1)pi/(2Lb) for n = 0, 1, 2...
Resonant osillations in basins for wave energy absorption would respond simi-
larly to the exiting fore. Instead of long waves, the basin would resonate with
relatively larger wave numbers from seas and swells. Thus, resonating basins for
wave energy absorption would be limited in size, depending on wave numbers and
modes of osillation.
2.5.2 Harbour resonane
2.5.2.1 Resonane as a problem
Seihes and harbour resonane have been studied sine the 1940s. An early paper
by Wilson (1954) reports seihes in Table Bay, South Afria. As shown in Figure
2.30, an antinode was skethed at the entrane of Dunan Basin, this being re-
sponsible for further resonane inside the basin.
Researhers have studied harbour osillations to understand and minimise the
ampliation of (long) waves. Water surfae osillations in harbours inrease ship
motions at berth, reduing argo-handling eieny, and nodal urrents add risk
to vessel manoeuvring at the harbour entrane.
The typial periods of harbour osillations in ommerial ports vary between
30 seonds and 10 minutes. One of the essential properties is a relatively low am-
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Figure 2.30: Approximate 165 s seihe o Table Bay harbour, after Wilson (1954).
plitude but large horizontal motions (urrents).
Similarly, harbour resonane by long waves were extended to study the eet of
tsunamis in bays and harbours.
Miles and Munk (1961) were the rst to inlude the radiated waves from the
harbour entrane on top of the inoming waves for the solution of harbour res-
onane in long and narrow harbours. After this work, the literature on harbour
resonane beame extensive. Some of the researh topis are: osillations in sim-
plied harbour geometries with at bottoms (Raihlen and Ippen, 1965; Raihlen,
1966); arbitrary shaped harbour theory with at bottoms (Lee, 1969); eet of
bottom disontinuity at harbour entranes (Liu, 1986); harbour osillations due
to tsunamis (Zelt, 1986); resonane in harbours with onneting basins (Lee and
Raihlen, 1971; Maros et al., 2005) and with protruding breakwaters (Mei and
Petroni, 1973). More reently, the investigations inluded the transient response of
harbours at resonane (Bellotti, 2007); random sea waves on harbour osillations
(Thompson et al., 1996; Chen and Mei, 2000); transient response of harbours due
to long waves (Leppeletier and Raihlen, 1987; Bellotti, 2007); and the eet of
bottom slope on harbour resonane (Wang et al., 2011a).
Initially the researhers modelled harbours with a at bottom, straight and verti-
al boundaries at the harbour and oastline, deep water linear regular waves and
simple shaped basins, as shown in Figure 2.31.
The oupling of inoming waves with sattered waves reeted from harbour en-
tranes was studied as a boundary ondition for the solution of harbour resonane
(Miles and Munk, 1961; Raihlen and Ippen, 1965; Lee, 1969), as resumed in Ap-
pendix A.
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a) b) )
Le-Mehaute (1961) Miles and Munk (1961) Miles and Munk (1961)
Raihlen and Ippen (1965) Lee (1969) Raihlen (1966)
Raihlen (1966)
d) e) f)
Raihlen (1966) (Carrier et al., 1971) Lee (1969)
Huang and Tuk (1970)
Figure 2.31: Simplied harbour layouts with at bottom used on harbour resonane
studies in the 1960s and early 1970s.
Speial attention was given to the open-sea model boundaries to avoid unwanted
reetions bak into the model and to ensure a Sommerfeld radiation ondition,
i.e. full dissipation of the waves radiated away from the harbour into the modelled
open sea. The results of the work of Ippen and Goda (1963), Raihlen (1966) and
Lee (1969) are still valid and referred to in design guidelines for harbour tranquil-
lity, as published in the CEM (2006).
For instane, the arbitrary shaped harbour theory of Lee (1969) solves the wave
amplitudes at any position inside the harbour using linear wave theory and given
boundary onditions. The main boundary onditions are fully reetive vertial
boundaries at the harbour and at the oastline, onstant water depth, and that
outgoing waves from the harbour mouth deay at an innite distane from the
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harbour (radiation ondition). The surfae water elevation was modelled as
η = af(x, y)exp(−iωt), (2.5.1)
in whih a is the wave amplitude of the inident wave, the wave funtion f(x, y) =
fi + fr + fs with fi the inident wave funtion, fr is a reeted wave funtion
onsidering the harbour losed (fully reetive vertial wall along the shoreline),
and fs is the radiated wave funtion due to the harbour. The funtions fi and fr
alone desribe a standing wave pattern in the absene of the harbour.
To assess the response of a harbour to inident waves, a wave ampliation fator
is used. As presented by dierent authors, the ampliation fator Af is the ratio
between the amplitude (or wave height) at a xed point inside the basin, and the
amplitude (or wave height) of the inoming wave. In terms of wave energy density,
the wave energy density would be modied by a fator of A2f for linear waves, sine
E ∝ a2.
The theory and experiments of Lee (1969) and Ippen and Goda (1963) for a fully
open and a narrow retangular basin are shown in Figure 2.32. The amplitude
response Af was alulated as the ratio of the wave amplitude at the enter of
the bak wall (ab) to the average standing wave amplitude (2ai) at the harbour
entrane onsidering the harbour mouth losed, or
Af =
ab
2ai
. (2.5.2)
Physial model tests by Lee (1969) were done with regular waves on a wave tank
4.7 m wide, 9.6 m long and with 25.7 m of water depth. Wave reetion from
the side walls of the wave tank was kept below 20% by means of wire mesh wave
absorbers. The model dimensions were 12 m wide and 31 m long. Aording
to the author, the dierene between the experimental and theoretial values, es-
peially at resonane, an be attributed to visous dissipation not inluded in the
theory.
For semi-enlosed symmetrial basins, Raihlen (1966) produed ampliation fa-
tor urves for retangular harbours at resonane, as shown in Figure 2.33. In this
gure, the ampliation fator was also dened by equation 2.5.2 at the orner of
the bak wall of the harbour. The theory of Lee (1969) is a partiular ase for
lw/lB = 0.2 (harbour width 2b is 2 x 2.38 in in Figure 2.32) and B/lw = 1, giving
similar theoretial results, with ampliation fators of about ∼ 8 and ∼ 2.5 for
the rst and seond mode of osillation respetively. From equation 2.5.2, this
implies that the amplitude at the orners of the bak wall of the harbour is about
16 and ve times the inoming wave height respetively.
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Figure 2.32: Response of a fully open narrow retangular basin (Lee, 1969).
Also, numerial models have been used to quantify the eet of harbour osilla-
tions. Gierlevsen et al. (2001) reported the appliation of a Boussinesq type of
model on the Port of Sines in Portugal. Li (2002) modelled harbour resonane
at Pier 400 of the Port of Los Angeles. Kofoed-Hansen et al. (2005) modelled a
shing harbour at Torsminde, Denmark, and pier J of the Port of Los Angeles by
using a time-domain Boussinesq model.
Reently, Xing (2009) developed a hybrid nite element model that solves the
mild slope equation for arbitrary shaped harbours and variable water depth. In
this ase, wave reetion, refration and diration were inluded, besides dissipa-
tion and ow separation losses at the harbour entrane. The model was validated
with the experimental data of (Lee, 1969) and was used to study harbour and bay
resonane indued by long waves and tides (Xing et al., 2010).
To assess harbour osillations of more ompliated plan shapes and bathymetries,
it is possible to model them in physial or numerial models. Boussinesq-type
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Figure 2.33: Ampliation fator at resonane for a symmetrial retangular harbour
(Raihlen, 1966). For a harbour with lw/lb = 0.7 and B/lw = 0.3, the ampliation
fators would be 4.3 and 2.3 for the 1st and 2nd mode respetively (X in the gure).
numerial models are ommonly used to study harbour osillations onsidering
eets suh as reetion, refration, diration and dissipation. Numerial models
ommerially available inludes Mike21-Boussinesq Waves (BW) developed by the
Danish Hydrauli Institute, and Pharos by Deltares.
2.5.2.2 Resonators for harbour tranquillity
As a ountermeasure for long wave harbour osillations, resonators for harbour
tranquillity were rst proposed by Valembois (1953). Resonators are basins loated
at the aess hannel of a harbour that indue transversal osillations. Transverse
waves out of phase with the inoming oean waves produe a node in a standing
wave pattern. Ideally, a node at the harbour entrane would reet the inoming
waves and transmit no energy to the basin.
Valembois (1953) demonstrated that an hydrauli resonator in a hannel ats as a
reeting struture, but without bloking the hannel and passage of ships. This
onept is illustrated in Figure 2.34. In Figure 2.34 a), a vertial wall in a hannel
ompletely bloks the inoming waves, produing a standing wave osillation with
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a) Channel with a wall.
b) Quarter-wave resonator in a hannel.
Figure 2.34: Wave reetion a) from a wall and b) by a resonator tuned for the wave
frequeny, after Valembois (1953).
a node at the wall. In Figure 2.34 b), a similar reetion is ahieved with a quarter-
wave resonator tuned to the wave frequeny by induing a node aross the hannel
on a standing wave pattern, as illustrated in Figure 2.35.
The fundamental onept of Valembois (1953) was tested with regular waves in
a standing wave pattern with one and three resonators in a hannel, as shown in
Figure 2.36. In the gure, the inident waves travel along eah hannel from right
to left. The vertial wall produes a standing wave of amplitude a reorded at
the point M at the entre of the wall. The ratio Af between the amplitude with
resonator and the amplitude without resonator at the wall (M) is also shown in
the gures as a funtion of the inoming wave period. It an be seen that the
single resonator at resonane reets the inoming waves almost ompletely before
they reah the wall (Af ≈ 0 for T = 8s). The drawbak is that a single resonator
is eetive in a narrow frequeny band. The eet an be extended for a wider
range of wave periods with a battery of resonators, as shown in Figure 2.36 b).
To protet an outer harbour from inident waves, Valembois (1953) proposed a
battery of resonators, as shown in Figure 2.37.
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Figure 2.35: First mode of resonane of a resonator (James, 1968). Waves travelling
to the left are reeted bak by a nodal line aross the hannel.
a) Single resonator b) Battery of three resonators
Figure 2.36: Eet of resonator(s) on a standing wave pattern in front of a vertial
wall after Valembois (1953). The ampliation fator Af at the wall M is shown as a
funtion of the inoming wave period.
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Figure 2.37: Protetion of a harbour with a battery of three and ve resonators at the
harbour entrane hannel after Valembois (1953).
Further researh on retangular resonators (James, 1968, 1970, 1971) proved the
onept useful for a single frequeny, and proposed a widening aess hannel to
be eetive for multiple wave numbers. This onept was taken further by the
same authors to extrat wave energy in the proess (Spiers, 1976; James, 1980).
A theoretial study by Wu (1992) veried James's onept of resonators in a narrow
hannel of no wider than half a wave length. A similar onept was investigated
by Twu and Liou (2003) to damp long waves by interonneting hannels. More
reently, submerged resonators were studied for wave attenuation (Karambas and
Gousidou, 2006).
Another appliation of resonators is to redue long waves in a harbour. As a ase
study, Nakamura (2005) reported the re-analysis of the resonator-like breakwaters
of Pier J at the Port of Long Beah, Los Angeles. The port basin and resonator
are shown in Figure 2.38. The results of the study reported a 50% redution in
mean wave heights, as shown in Figure 2.39.
The eetiveness of a resonator for inoming swells in breaking and non breaking
onditions was proved eetive by Nakamura and Latt (2008).
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Figure 2.38: Inner basin and resonator of Pier J at the Port of Long Beah, Los Angeles,
CA.
Figure 2.39: Theoretial averaged wave height ratio to inident wave height (Af ) in
the inner harbour basin, Pier J at the Port of Long Beah (Nakamura, 2005).
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Figure 2.40: Very rst wave energy devie onept. Mr Bouhaux-Praeique's devie
in 1920 after Power Magazine, The MGraw Hill Company (Falnes and Hals, 1999).
2.5.3 Resonane in basins for wave energy onversion
An early appliation of a wave energy absorption devie was built around 1910
near Bordeaux in Frane. A vertial borehole was onneted to the sea by a sub-
merged opening, as illustrated in Figure 2.40. The osillation of the sea water
pumped air through a turbine that supplied 1 kW (Falnes and Hals, 1999).
A similar but opposite eet is still utilised to generate waves in hydrauli labo-
ratories. Pneumati generators an inrease or redue the air pressure inside an
enlosed hamber onneted to the open water by a submerged opening. If this is
done synhronously by the opening and losing of air valves, the osillation of the
water surfae inside the hamber generates a wave outside the hamber through
the submerged opening.
For optimal wave energy onversion, the hamber of the osillating water olumn
(OWC ) is required to resonate on its Helmholtz or pumping mode. To ahieve
resonane, the geometry of the hamber and opening are designed to ouple with
the inoming waves.
Initially a problem, harbour resonane was applied by researhers to wave energy
extration. Evans (1982) investigated the eieny of a wave energy devie within
a long and narrow resonant basin (Figure 2.41a).
A speially shaped artiial basin was investigated by Cossalter et al. (1982) (Fig-
ure 2.41b). The results were promising, but the bak wall was required to be
shifted to tune the basin for the inoming wave frequenies. The interation of
WEC devies within the volume of water of the basin was not onsidered, but
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a) b) )
Figure 2.41: Simplied retangular basin layouts used on seleted wave energy apture
studies. a) Evans (1982), b) Cossalter et al. (1982), Wang et al. (2002), ) Malmo and
Reitan (1986a), MIver and Evans (1988).
reognised as an important eet.
A nite row of basins set into a reetive wall (Figure 2.41) was investigated by
Malmo and Reitan (1986a,b); MIver and Evans (1988). MIver and Evans (1988)
onluded that there is a lear inrease in apture width for a group of devies
ating together along a reeting oastline rather than in isolation. Unfortunately,
the interation with waves outside the harbours was not represented.
Projeting side walls on eah side of an OWC was investigated by Count and
Evans (1984). Theoretial results indiated substantial hanges in hydrodynami
performane and inreased wave energy apture. This inrease in apture width
was attributed to a harbour eet between the side walls.
Ambli et al. (1982) also inluded protruding side walls to improve the resonant
onditions of a hamber. The Kvaerner multiresonant OWC shown in Figure 2.42
is one early example. From this gure it an be seen that the OWC was built on
a li with projeting side walls on rok. The eet of the side walls was found
to be an improvement on the OWC performane for head-on waves (Ambli et al.,
1982; Evans, 1982; Count and Evans, 1984). The maximum absorption was found
for side wall lengths of the same order of magnitude as the hamber length.
The Limpet OWC devie (Figure 2.43) also has an external basin. The artiial
basin was built due to onstrution restritions, sine it was not possible to ast
the onrete hamber exposed to wave ation. A basin was reated by a retreat of
17 m inland at 5 m to 7 m water depth, leaving a basin in front of the 21 m wide
OWC hamber (Whittaker et al., 2002). A drop in performane was reported in
Wavegen (2002a), whih was due to a ombined eet of a shallow approahing
seabed and the limited water depth of the basin (Wavegen, 2002b).
Similarly, the OWC built in Madras (Figure 2.46) had a ylindrial hamber with
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an added omplex shape faing the inoming waves to inrease power apture
(Tseng et al., 2000).
Reently, Tomisawa et al. (2008) reported experimental results of the performane
of an OWC with projeting side walls.
The latest osillating water olumn plant was inaugurated in July 2011 at Mutriku,
north of Spain. In this ase, 16 OWCs were integrated into the bend of a new
breakwater. The plan view of the town, harbour and new breakwater are illus-
trated in Figure 2.47. A sketh of the OWC hambers and the plant during
onstrution is shown in Figure 2.48. Wave diretionality might play a role in not
inluding projeting side walls from the hamber's openings.
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Figure 2.42: The Kvaerner multiresonant OWC utilised resonant properties of harbours
to improve the eieny of the wave absorber.
Figure 2.43: 500kW OWC Limpet on the Sottish Isle of Islay. Left, artiial basin
being exavated during onstrution (Whittaker et al., 2002). Right, artist's impression.
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Figure 2.44: Cross-setion of a breakwater and on OWC wave energy plant. OWC
designed at the Indian Institute of Tehnology.
Figure 2.45: Physial model of the OWC in Madras, India.
Figure 2.46: Prototype of the OWC in Madras, India.
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Figure 2.47: Plan view of Mutriku. Town, harbour and new breakwater with an OWC
integrated into the struture. Image from Google Earth.
Figure 2.48: Sketh of OWC hambers (Arlitt et al., 2007) and Mutriku OWC under
onstrution (Torre-Eniso et al., 2009).
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2.6 Conlusions
The development of a wave energy basin for wave energy onversion basially an
benet from three areas of researh: wave energy onversion devies; resonators;
and harbour osillations. The fundamental property in these researh elds is res-
onane.
Wave energy onversion devies have been lassied by their geometry, priniple of
operation, loation and stage of development of the devie. All these lassiations
are entred on the devie.
A new and omplementary lassiation is proposed from observing the intera-
tion between the wave onverter and the inoming waves. This lassiation is
entred on the resoure and has three main groups: wave interferene devies,
wave olletor devies, and resonant devies.
As desribed in Setion 2.3, in order to absorb a wave and onvert its energy into
useful eletrial power it is required to reate a new wave. And the new wave must
interfere destrutively with the inoming waves. Osillating wave energy onvert-
ers or point absorbers, whih are also lassied as wave interferene devies, are
designed to interfere destrutively with the inoming waves. In priniple this might
imply that the performane of a devie an be measured by its ability to radiate
waves and interfere with the inoming waves. Hene the wave interation of a
oating WEC is extremely relevant for devie performane.
In ontrast, xed strutures like vertial walls, wave reetors, narrowing hannels,
bottom mounds and resonant basins are able to inrease wave energy density in a
spei area. In this thesis this ability of xed strutures is dened as onstrutive
interferene, an opposite term for the destrutive wave interferene by osillating
bodies dened by Falnes and Budhal (1978). Then, if the radiation pattern of an
osillating WEC is relevant for destrutive wave interferene and power apture,
sattered waves from xed strutures are also relevant for onstrutive wave inter-
ferene and the enhanement of wave energy onversion by a WEC devie.
Resonators, similar to dynami reetion by osillating bodies, an reet inom-
ing waves. In the rst ase a node is produed along an arrangement of oating
devies. In the seond ase a nodal line aross a hannel produes the reetion.
This ability of resonators to produe dynami reetion expands the possibilities
of xed strutures to be used in wave energy extration. If a resonator an reet
waves with a nodal line, it might be able to do the opposite with an antinodal line
and amplify the wave heights into a basin.
Resonant WECs, speially osillating water olumns, resonate the hamber's
surfae water level on its Helmholtz mode (pumping mode) by oupling the ow
through the submerged opening with a standing wave outside the hamber's wall.
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The addition of side walls to the hamber's opening inreases the devie's per-
formane by a harbour eet and the redution of lateral sattering of reeted
waves.
Longer side walls, whih are able to produe a quarter-wave length osillation in
front of an osillating water olumn hamber, have not been implemented suess-
fully for inreasing apture width. In the spei ase of the OWC Limpet at
Isley, poor performane was reported to be a onsequene of limited water depths,
whih indue wave breaking and non-linear waves.
Resonating basins with at least one nodal line inside the basin have not been pro-
posed for wave energy onversion. This resonant basin would be larger in size, in
the order of and limited by a few quarter-wave lengths.
To assess harbour osillations of more ompliated plan shapes and bathymetries,
is possible to use a physial or numerial model. Boussinesq type of numerial
models are ommonly used to model harbour osillations when onsidering eets
suh as reetion, refration, diration and dissipation.
Physial experiments and numerial model results are available for long wave har-
bour resonane and provide guidane on ampliation fators for simple shaped
harbours with a at bottom, symmetri entranes and fully reetive oastlines.
These ampliation fators are provided at the bak wall of the harbour for head-
on inident waves. Theoretial ampliation fators (Af ) for retangular harbours
at resonane are promising for wave energy extration within a resonant basin, but
vary with the relative basin length and entrane widths.
It an be onluded that signiant eorts have been made to enhane wave en-
ergy for extration. Wave interferene devies, wave olletor devies and wave
resonane devies have been proposed and prototypes have been built.
In a similar line of investigation, the development of a wave energy basin to enhane
wave energy onversion is promising. The onept should onsider the interation
of the basin with the inoming waves and make use of the researh on and prop-
erties of the devies already lassied. Aording to this, a resonant basin with a
wide entrane is preferred for inreasing the apture width and the inoming wave
energy ux. The hallenge is how to produe onstrutive interferene between
outgoing waves from the harbour mouth and inoming waves.
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Methodology
3.1 Introdution
The objetive of this researh was to determine whether a speial basin with a
spei geometry open to the sea an inrease the loal wave energy density, and
whether it is feasible to be used to maximize wave energy extration.
From the literature review presented in Chapter 2, it was onluded that the
onept of a wave energy basin must meet three riteria. Firstly, the basin must
resonate. Seondly, it should have a wide entrane to inrease apture width.
And nally, the basin entrane should produe onstrutive interferene between
outgoing waves from the basin mouth and inoming waves.
A resonant basin an be designed following the priniples of harbour osillation,
and also from other elds of researh not overed in this thesis suh as aoustis
and mehanial vibrations that deal with similar physial problems.
On the other hand, there is a ompromise required between a wide entrane and
a resonant basin. Due to this, in this thesis a basin is onsidered that resonates
not only along the basin, but also resonates in the ross-basin diretion. Resonant
waves in the ross diretion would be reinfored by waves resonating along the
basin. Wave energy in the ross diretion would reet wave energy between the
parallel side walls of the basin. Wave energy density would be enhaned and be
available for extration, for instane by OWCs loated along the side walls. The
basin would dissipate energy primarily through the basin entrane. Naturally there
are other mehanisms of dissipation, suh as bottom frition, walls roughness and
turbulene by ow separation at the entrane.
An asymmetrial entrane is onsidered to stimulate a ross-wave pattern and
wave energy apture inside the basin.
The onept of the basin onsiders a simple square shape with a at bottom and
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an asymmetrial entrane. The at bottom is hosen to simplify and isolate the
resonant behaviour from other wave interations. Additionally, deep water waves
are onsidered for linear wave theory to remain valid for this investigation. To
generalise the results and avoid bottom wave interations, in this thesis a vertial
edge oastline was seleted. This is similar to the models of harbour osillation
reviewed.
Physial and numerial modelling tehniques were used to investigate the resonant
basin. In both ases, the modelled area inluded a large extension outside the
basin, sine it was onluded in Chapter 2 that the wave interation outside the
basin entrane is relevant for the study.
Physial modelling imposes limitations. Firstly, it limits the sale of the model.
Traditional harbour models are tested with shallow water waves. On the ontrary,
deep water waves were required in this study. Consequently the length sale needs
to be large and wave heights small to produe linear waves of small amplitude.
Numerial model testing of a deep resonant basin is also not ommon. Resonant
osillations in harbours are modelled with Boussinesq type models, but in shallower
depths. Again, deep water waves require speial attention. Similar to resonant
harbour studies, a Boussinesq type model was seleted in this thesis.
In both ases, the physial and the numerial model tests are aimed at obtaining
wave energy densities inside the basin. Regular waves were hosen to better observe
wave patterns.
3.2 Layout of proposed resonant basin
From Chapter 2, it was evident that a number of wave eets might be used
in isolation or ombination to enhane wave energy density. For a basin at the
oastline, the ombined eets of onstrutive interferene, wave olletion and a
resonant basin are proposed.
The proposed basin is skethed in Figure 3.1. The asymmetri entrane is intended
to indue ross-waves inside the basin. The basin width dimension, w, will provide
a half wave osillator with a nodal line on its entre.
The basin skethed in Figure 3.1 has the dimensions shown in Table 3.1. The
model was saled to 1:200, following the Froude number sale law. Hene the time
sale NT is related to the length sale NL = 200 by the relation NT =
√
NL. The
proposed prototype basin width is three times wider than the OWC Limpet. In
addition, the model size is similar to the harbour modelled by Lee (1969).
The model of the retangular-shaped basin had internal dimensions 425 mm long
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Figure 3.1: Basin model parameters.
Table 3.1: Resonant basin model and prototype dimensions as from Figure 3.1.
Basin geometri dimensions Model[mm℄ Prototype[m℄
Width at basin entrane w 300 60
Basin length Lb 425 85
Width at basin bak wall Lw 300 60
Breakwater oset from shoreline a 100 20
Entrane gap b 100 20
Oset between breakwaters e 100 20
Water depth d 245 49
and 300 mm wide. At the harbour entrane, two breakwaters, eah 100 mm long,
leave a gap of 100 mm at the entre of the harbour entrane. To ahieve the
asymmetri entrane, the two breakwaters were plaed with an oset of 100 mm.
In order to keep the harbour mouth as open as possible for power apture, and
to redue the reetion of waves, the breakwaters had a triangular shape, in plan
similar to Cossalter et al. (1982) and Wang et al. (2002).
3.3 Physial model experiments
A physial model was built on a quasi-3D wave tank available at the CSIR. The
objetive of the model was to produe basin resonane. Hene, speial attention
was given to minimise resonane of the wave tank due to the model harateristis
and layout.
The proposed model had a highly reetive oastline and a basin near or at res-
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Figure 3.2: View of the quasi-3D wave basin, 12 m wide and 32 m long. Wave makers
at the bottom right onned by wave guides.
onane. A vertial edge oastline parallel to the wave makers would reet most
of the wave energy bak to the wave maker. The superposition of waves reeted
from the shoreline and radiated from the harbour would impose a omplex wave
pattern in front of the wave makers. This is relevant sine the water surfae ele-
vation along the paddles is used as input data to orret the generated waves by
a dynami wave absorption system. The dynami wave absorption system is used
to avoid a titious build-up of wave energy in the wave tank by the return waves.
Regular and small-amplitude waves were used in the experiments for better visu-
alisation and understanding of wave patterns.
The wave tank layout, on the other hand, makes it a quasi-3D wave basin. Wave
makers loated on a narrow side of the basin (Figure 3.2) were tted with wave
guides that prevented lateral dissipation of the wave energy from the reeted and
radiated waves.
For these reasons, qualitative trial tests were performed rst to test the wave tank
in a highly reetive ondition, and then to nalise the methodology and sope of
the physial modelling.
In this setion, the wave tank, the basin model and the experimental equipment
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Figure 3.3: Prole of wave tank bottom. Paddles of the wave maker at hainage 5 m,
modelled shoreline at hainage 16 m.
are desribed. The results of trial tests of the wave tank with a vertial wall as a
oastline are shown in Setion 3.3.5, and the modelling limitations are presented
in Setion 3.5.
3.3.1 Wave tank
The wave tank used in the experiments was 12 meters wide, 32 m long, and 1 m
deep at the deeper end. A general view of the tank setion is shown in Figure 3.2.
The maximum water depth was 845 mm, with a free board of 205 mm.
The bottom prole of the wave tank is shown in Figure 3.3. It is at for the
rst 6 m of the deeper side of the basin. At hainage 6 m, a 1:13 slope starts up
to hainage 14 m. From hainage 14 m onwards there is a gentle slope of 1:400,
whih ontinues up to hainage 17 m, where the bottom start hanging for an
existing previous model. The wave maker paddles on standby position are loated
at hainage 5 m.
For the experiments, the bottom prole of the wave basin was kept unhanged and
the model shoreline was positioned at hainage 16 m, parallel and 11 m from the
paddles of the wave maker.
The total length of the wave tank was redued by the position of the modelled
shoreline, as seen in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The shoreline used in the model
was a vertial wall made of four plywood panels, 20 mm thik, 0.4 m wide and 2
m long, extending for about 8 m but leaving a 300 mm gap at the entre of the
basin to attah the resonant basin model.
3.3.2 Wave makers, wave guides and wave absorption
The piston-type wave maker used in the experiments was arranged in a blok of
16 units eah of 0.5 m width, allowing wave fronts of 8 m long. The paddle's home
position was in hainage 5 m, as shown in Figure 3.4. This allowed enough spae
for a wave absorption system behind the paddles. The waves generated behind the
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Figure 3.4: Sketh and general dimensions of the wave tank.
Figure 3.5: Quasi-3D wave basin. On the right, the wave maker units and wave guides.
On the left, the vertial shoreline and basin model.
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Figure 3.6: Wave absorbers: gravel slope and wire rolls.
paddles were absorbed by a thik sponge on a slope, whih is the standard setup
of the HR Wallingford piston-type paddle system.
Steel plates were used as wave guides at both ends of the wave maker blok of units
(Figures 3.4 and 3.5). This was to hannel the waves along the tank. Both wave
guides, 2 m apart from the side wall of the tank, were used to avoid 3D eets
generated at the side of the wave makers. These eets inlude wave dissipation
by eddies and rossed waves generated by the dirated waves from the paddle.
Wave guides were extended from the wave maker to hainage 12.2 m, as shown in
Figure 3.5, to redue both wave attenuation and the generation of ross waves. In
the absene of wave guides, wave attenuation an be expeted due to the inrease
in length of the generated wave fronts, from 8 m at the wave maker to 12 m of the
full wave tank width. Also, without wave guides, ross waves an be generated by
wave reetion from the vertial side walls of the wave tank.
Between the end of the wave guides and the model shoreline, a gap of 3.8 m long
between hainage 12.2 m and 16 m was left to absorb ross waves dirated from
the end of the wave guides, and radiated waves from the modelled basin. Existing
40 mm rushed stones were kept in position on a slope. Extra wire rolls were
plaed in front of the rok slope for extra wave attenuation, as shown in Figures
3.4 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: Artist's impression of the model.
3.3.3 Model of the resonant basin
The model was built of perspex, 6 mm thik, with individual side walls assembled
in plae. At the edges of the basin entrane, on its assembly with the plywood
panels, an indent was left to t a perspex panel, also 6 mm thik, lose the harbour
entrane.
The nal lengths of the internal basin exluding the entrane seaward of the break-
waters were 325 mm on the longer side wall and 225 mm on the shorter side wall.
The harbour width was kept onstant at 300 m.
3.3.4 Measurements of wave onditions
Water surfae elevations were measured with alibrated apaitive wave gauges
at ve loations, and data were reorded and post-proessed with the GEDAP
pakage (Generalized Experiment Control and Data Aquisition Pakage, Miles
(1997)) urrently used at the CSIR hydrauli laboratory.
Capaitane wave probes onsist of twin opper-isolated wires of 0.5 mm outer
diameter and about 8 mm apart, strethed along a support as shown in Figure
3.8. The insulated sensing wires make it possible to plae many sensors in the
water with minimum interferene between them. The measured output voltages,
whih have a linear response to water levels, are onneted to an amplier and
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Figure 3.8: A apaitane wave probe (Van der Molen et al., 2010) and loation of
wave probes WP-1 to WP-5 in the model.
an be alibrated to orresponding water levels. This type of wave probe has an
auray of about ±0.5 mm (Van der Molen et al., 2010).
Calibration and data aquisition were performed using the software NDAC that is
a module of the GEDAP pakage. Sampling frequeny was set to 20 Hz and wave
parameters were alulated for a presribed time window.
The loation of ve wave probes in the model is as shown in Figure 3.8. Wave
probes WP1, WP2 and WP3 were loated parallel to the shoreline and between 10
mm to 20 mm from the wall. Wave probes WP4 and WP5 were loated inside the
harbour, about 10 mm from the bak wall and 10 mm from the side walls. The
basin model and wave gauges are shown in Figure 3.9
Two ampliation fators were determined inside the basin following the proedure
of Lee (1969). Similarly to this referene, the ampliation fatorAf was alulated
as the ratio between the time average of wave heights at a point inside the basin
and to the time average of wave heights at the three wave probes outside the
harbour, but with the basin losed. Then the ampliation fator for the wave
probes WP4 and WP5 is then,
Afi =
H(WP )i
1
3
Σj=3j=1H(WP )j
(3.3.1)
The subindex i identies the position of the wave probe (i = 4,5 for WP4 and
WP5 respetively) and H(WP )i the average wave height from the measured reords
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a) Lateral view of the wave tank, vertial shoreline (blue) and WP1 to WP3.
b) View of the basin and wave probes WP2, WP4 and WP5.
Figure 3.9: Arrangement and support of wave probes. a) Harbour model in plae at
the entre. b) Wave probes WP1, WP2 and WP3 in front of the harbour and parallel to
the oastline.
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at wave probe i.
3.3.5 Trial tests
In this partiular model setup, the model of the basin was required to be tested at
or near to resonane, so it was envisaged that the resonant basin might ouple with
the wave tank. To minimise this eet, wave absorbers were plaed on a setion of
the side walls as desribed in Setion 3.3.2. Besides this, trial tests were required
to verify the response of the wave tank with wave guides, and the generation of
waves with dynami wave absorption. With dynami wave absorption ativated,
two eets were deteted soon after waves reeted from the shoreline reahed the
wave maker.
Firstly, ross-wave energy build up in the wave tank is a model eet to be avoided.
For the frequeny tested, namely 1.6 Hz, the 600 mm wave length is lose to the
500 mm paddle width, paddle wave probe separation, and resonane ondition of
the wave tank. Cross-wave resonant onditions were observed with antinodes at
the entre and edges of the individual paddles, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Seondly, and with the harbour entrane open, reeted waves from the vertial
shoreline and the basin produed a time-average s-shape alignment on the wave-
maker paddles, as shown in Figure 3.11. This s-shape was entred on the 3rd and
4th paddle from the basin entre line (11th and 12th paddle from the far side of
the observer in Figure 3.11).
From this resultant time average s-shape alignment it an be inferred that the
ombined reeted and radiated wave heights of the model were not only at a
dierent phase, but also higher at this point. This fat was not lear to the naked
eye due to the small wave heights, but rather to the wave gauges xed at the
paddle's front faes.
It an be proposed that these higher wave heights were an eet of the asymmetri
basin entrane. Unfortunately no further investigations were arried out to further
explain this eet, due to the fat that the wave maker had to be stopped due to
ross-wave energy build up.
Without dynami wave absorption the response of the wave tank was as expeted.
Waves kept bouning between the vertial shoreline and the paddles of the wave
maker. This reetive and resonant response of the wave tank an be seen in Figure
3.12. This gure illustrates the water surfae elevations outside the harbour, at
WP1, for wave maker run durations of 50 s, 100 s and 360 s.
Waves generated for 50 s were reeted bak from the shoreline to the wave maker,
and then reeted bak again to the model. The short duration of the test did not
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Figure 3.10: Nodes and antinodes of standing waves aross the wave basin. Top:
antinodes near the entre of the paddles. Below: antinodes near the sides of the paddles.
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Figure 3.11: Left: paddles aquire an s-shape with dynami wave absorption. Right:
paddles aligned while working without dynami wave absorption.
allow superposition of waves at WP1, as shown in Figure 3.12a. In this gure, the
generated wave train was reorded at the shoreline wall twie, as two individual
wave trains.
In ontrast, by generating waves for 100 s there is an overlap of waves, whih limits
the duration of the tests. Re-reeted waves from the wave maker add unwanted
wave energy. In Figure 3.12b, waves are amplied after 75 s of reord, leaving
about 40 s or 64 undisturbed waves for this frequeny.
Finally, waves were generated and reorded for 360 s. As illustrated in Figure
3.12, the superposition of the generated and reeted regular waves produed
amplied wave heights depending on their phase.
Due to these unforeseen model eets it was deided to deativate the dynami
wave absorption system for the tests series, with the penalty of having to shorten
the duration of the tests.
The behaviour of the wave tank with regular waves was typially as shown in
Figure 3.13. A standing wave pattern was formed progressively from the shoreline
and towards the wave makers. The radiated waves from the harbour entrane were
observed as shown in Figure 3.13 (bottom).
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a) Wave makers running for 50 s.
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b) Wave makers running for 100 s.
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) Wave makers running for 360 s.
Figure 3.12: Water surfae elevation at WP1 with wave maker ative for dierent
durations and without dynami wave absorption.
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Figure 3.13: Standing waves from reetion at the oastline (top) and radiated waves
from the basin entrane (bottom).
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3.4 Numerial modelling
The same basin geometry that was built for the physial model experiments was
modelled numerially with some variations.
Regular small amplitude waves were used in all the runs to better visualise wave
eets. The frequeny range was seleted to exite the basin on its rst and seond
mode of osillation in the transversal basin diretion. This was for prototype wave
periods of between 8 s and 14 s.
Perfet reetion at the shoreline and basin walls was onsidered to simplify the
model.
The seleted numerial model was Mike 21, developed by the DHI, speially with
its Boussinesq Waves (BW) module. This model was available at the University
of Stellenbosh and is one of the state-of-the-art tools to model basin resonane.
The model setup is presented in Setion 3.4.1, and the model output parameters
are desribed in Setion 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Model setup
The numerial model setup was designed to inlude the interation between the
inoming progressive waves and the reeted and radiated waves from the vertial
shoreline and harbour respetively. Small-amplitude waves were required, as well
as good absorption at the seaward boundaries.
The regular mesh was dened as a 400 x 800 square grid of ells of 5 m in size.
With this mesh the prototype domain dimensions were 2000 m long in the x dire-
tion (onshore) and 4000 m wide in the y diretion (alongshore). The shoreline was
loated at grid line x = 300 and the basin was loated midpoint of the shoreline.
The spaing resolution of ∆x = 5m allowed 20 points per wave length L for the
shortest period to be modelled of 8 s. The reommended maximum value is 10 m
to 14 m (∆x ≤ L/n, n ∈ [7− 10], DHI (2009)).
The time step was hosen to be 0.2 s using enhaned Boussinesq equations to
inlude deep-water terms (0.22 < hmax/L0 < 0.5). Aordingly, the linear disper-
sion fator was set up to 1/B = 0.0476. With this onguration, the maximum
Courant number as alulated with the model setup planner tool was 0.89.
Regular and uni-diretional wave fronts of Hmo = 0.5m were generated parallel to
the oshore boundary by means of an internal wave generation line extended along
the model domain, as shown in Figure 3.15. The seleted wave height ombined
with a fully reetive oastline will provide a standing wave of 1.0 m. Between the
internal generation line and the oshore boundary, a sponge layer was inluded to
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Figure 3.14: Harbour layout.
absorb wave energy from waves leaving the model domain.
Additionally, two sponge layers were plaed at both sides of the open sea area to
absorb reeted and radiated waves from the resonant basin (Figure 3.15).
The sponge layers were used as numerial wave absorbers to provide a suitable
boundary ondition in the open sea region. To be eetive, sponge layer thikness
should be in the order of one to two times the wave length orresponding to the
most energeti waves, or at least 20 lines wide for typial short-wave studies (DHI,
2009). For the model, 30 lines were hosen (NSponge = 30) with a prototype sponge
thikness of 150 m. Seleted sponge parameters were a = 8 and r = 0.75 in the
expression Csponge = a
ri−1
i = 1, NSponge.
A single porosity layer was plaed at the shoreline and along the basin walls for
numerial stability. A highly reetive boundary was used with a porosity value
of n = 1. This translates to a reetion oeient Cr of one.
3.4.2 Output parameters
The output parameters from the model were basially water surfae elevations η,
and wave energy ux.
The storage of energy in a wave is the wave energy density or the spei wave
energy in units of Joules per square metre. In small-amplitude waves it is half
potential and half kineti energy.
The instantaneous potential wave energy in a olumn of water of height d+ η and
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Figure 3.15: Model layout and sponge layers. The internal generation line was set at
x = 102.
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Figure 3.16: Identiation and loation of points inside the basin for the extration of
water surfae elevation (η).
unit plan setion is Ep = ρg(d+ η)
2/2. The rst term, ρgd2/2, is the hydrostati
potential energy and ρgdη vanishes in the average on small-amplitude or sinusoidal
waves (Falnes, 2002). Hene the average potential wave energy density is Ep =
ρgη2/2. The over bar line implies average in time. This equation simplies to
Ep = ρga
2/4 for small-amplitude waves of amplitude a.
Sine the potential wave energy is half the total wave energy, the total average
energy stored per unit horizontal surfae area is
E = ρgη2
[ J
m2
]
, (3.4.1)
or E = ρga2/2 for small-amplitude waves, with the over line implying average in
time.
Equation 3.4.1 was used to alulate the average wave energy density available in
the orners of the basin (points P4 to P7 in Figure 3.16). In addition, the average
wave energy density was alulated at the North, East and South basin side walls
as dened in Figure 3.17, and inside a region of the basin as illustrated in the grey
area in Figure 3.17.
The energy transport by waves, also alled wave energy ux or wave power F , is
the rate of energy that it is transmitted forward by a wave per unit of time. In
the literature the wave energy ux F is also represented by the letters P or J . In
terms of volumetri uxes,
F = ρg
(
P +Q
)[W
m
]
, (3.4.2)
in whih P and Q are the volumetri uxes in the x and y diretions respetively,
in units of m3/m/s. The energy uxes were extrated to investigate the impat of
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Figure 3.17: Model area for the extration of water surfae elevation η and wave energy
uxes.
the asymmetri entrane on the transverse ux (Q).
The test series is presented in Table 3.2 in terms of prototype wave period T and
wave number k, and model frequeny f .
Finally, ampliation fators Af were alulated using equation 2.5.2, Af =
ab
2ai
,
with ab the average wave amplitude on seleted points and ai the inoming wave
amplitude.
Table 3.2: Numerial model test series
Prototype Model 1:200
T [s℄ k f [Hz℄
6.0 0.112 2.36
6.5 0.095 2.17
7.0 0.082 2.02
7.5 0.072 1.88
8.0 0.063 1.77
8.5 0.051 1.66
8.8 0.052 1.60
8.9 0.051 1.59
9.0 0.050 1.57
9.1 0.049 1.55
9.2 0.048 1.53
Prototype Model 1:200
T [s℄ k f [Hz℄
9.3 0.047 1.52
9.4 0.046 1.50
9.5 0.045 1.49
10.0 0.041 1.41
11.0 0.035 1.28
12.0 0.030 1.17
13.0 0.027 1.08
14.0 0.024 1.01
15.0 0.022 0.94
16.0 0.020 0.88
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3.5 Limitations
The proposed methodology was intended to simplify the reality and gain better
insight into a omplex three-dimensional problem. A simple shaped resonant basin
was seleted between many options, and tested with a similar methodology as for
harbour response studies with long waves. This was onsidered aeptable sine a
resonant basin for wave energy density enhanement is an unonventional onept
in oastal and port engineering.
One of the main limitations of the proposed methodology is that wave energy losses
inside the basin are not integrated into the models. Absorption of power by a wave
energy devie is not onsidered. Radiated waves from absorbers might modify this
apaity. Similarly, dissipation at the harbour boundaries is onsidered only in the
physial model. Hene the results are only indiatives of potential wave energy
storage inside the basin.
The assumption of regular small-amplitude waves is another limitation of the
methodology. To model these waves it is required to use a very deep basin. The
basin is in the order of seven times deeper than artiial basins built for wave
energy absorption, and about three times deeper than a deep-water artiial har-
bour. It therefore beomes a limitation in terms of onstrutibility as it is. Further
studies onsidering non-linear waves are required to model the basin in shallower
water depths.
The experiments present further limitations in terms of boundary onditions and
type of measurement devies. In the physial model the wave maker with dynami
absorption deativated and wave guides does not provide a radiation ondition on
those boundaries. As a onsequene, the duration of the tests is limited. Besides,
the paddles of the wave maker move as a unit. Therefore the basin behaves like
a wide 2D ume. On the other hand, the measurement of surfae elevations is at
single points. Three-dimensional measurements were possible only with the nu-
merial model.
All the above pratial limitations provide values that must be used with aution,
even though they provide trends, behaviours, and insight into the modeller and
the reader. These results are valuable for lateral thinking and awareness of the
problems to be solved in the future.
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Presentation and disussion of
results
This hapter presents the results of physial and numerial model experiments.
Additional information is presented in the Appendixes. Seleted measured water
surfae osillations from the physial model are shown in Appendix B, and plots
from the numerial modelling are illustrated in Appendix C.
4.1 Results from physial model experiments
The very rst results were observed during the trial tests presented in Setion
3.3.5. Additionally, visual inspetion of the osillations in the basin were helpful
to understand the patterns inside the resonant basin.
Test series inluded frequenies from 1 to 2 Hz with a ∆f = 0.2Hz. In prototype
sale, this represents wave periods from 7 s to 14 s.
Water surfae elevations were measured at wave probes WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4
and WP5 (Figure 4.1). Measured osillations are presented in Appendix B. From
these measurements only the rst tens of seonds were used to alulate wave
heights (Hs). This was done to avoid post-proessing re-reeted waves, as shown
in Setion 3.3.5. By visual inspetion of the reorded time series, in the order of
50 s of reord, depending on wave elerity, were used and post-proessed with the
software GDAP.
The proessed results for Hs at wave probes WP1, WP2 and WP3 are shown in
Figure 4.2. Measurements were taken with the basin losed to reord the undis-
turbed wave heights outside the basin, i.e. the superposition of inoming and
reeted waves. These measurements were used to alulate the ampliation fa-
tors Af . As desribed in Setion 3.3.4, the ampliation was alulated as the
72
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Figure 4.1: Wave probe loation (repetition of Figure 3.8).
ratio between the average wave amplitude (or wave height) at a point inside the
basin, and the average wave amplitude (or wave height) outside the basin with its
entrane losed. Figures are presented with prototype wave periods.
All the test series were repeated one, hene the average wave height values Hs
were alulated using reords from three wave probes and six values.
Proessed results for Hs at wave probes WP4 and WP5 are shown in Figure 4.3.
Similarly, wave heights are presented against prototype wave periods. Average
wave heights were alulated from the two reords per wave period.
Finally, alulated ampliation fators for WP4 and WP5 are illustrated in Figure
4.4 and shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Measured wave heights and alulated ampliation fator (Af ) for wave
probes WP4 and WP5 (Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
1
Wave heights are averages of WP1,
WP2 and WP3.
f[Hz℄ T [s] Hs[m℄ Hs[m℄ Af
[s℄ Basin losed
1
WP4 WP5 WP4 WP5
(Figure 4.2) (Figure 4.3) (Figure 4.4)
1.0 14.1 0.027 0.025 0.021 0.91 0.77
1.2 11.8 0.019 0.015 0.012 0.80 0.61
1.4 10.1 0.015 0.019 0.011 1.21 0.69
1.6 8.8 0.015 0.025 0.016 1.68 1.1
1.8 7.9 0.012 0.004 0.021 0.28 1.73
2.0 7.1 0.011 0.011 0.007 1.03 0.61
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Figure 4.2: Measured wave heights and average values at WP1, WP2 and WP3 with
harbour losed.
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Figure 4.3: Measured wave heights at WP4 and WP5.
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Figure 4.4: Calulated ampliation fators at WP4 and WP5.
4.2 Results from numerial modelling
Numerial model runs were onsidered for 21 wave periods, from 6 s to 16 s at
prototype sale, as shown in Table 3.2. This ompares with the six wave periods
from 7 s to 14 s used in the physial model.
Water surfae elevations were extrated from the area dened in Figure 3.17, the
basin inner area, basin walls and basin orners to alulate wave energy densities.
Additionally, wave energy uxes were extrated from the larger area dened in
Figure 3.17
Extrated water surfae osillations η(x, y, t) were post-proessed with a sript to
alulate average wave heights, variane of the surfae elevation, and wave energy
density E (equation 3.4.1). Ampliation fators Af and wave energy density E
were alulated at: the orners of the resonant basin, as previously shown in Figure
3.16; at the three boundary walls, North, East and South; and at the basin inner
area.
The alulated ampliation fators Af on the basin orners are shown in Figures
4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. Points P5 and P7 dene the North wall. Points P4 and P5
dene the limits of the East wall, and points P4 and P6 dene the South wall.
Average wave energy density along the North, East and South walls is illus-
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trated in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 respetively.
For omparison purposes, the average wave energy density at the basin inner area
was inluded in all three gures as a dotted line. The average wave energy density
of the inoming waves, E = ρga2i /2 = 1.257[kJ/m
2] with ai = 0.5m, is also shown
in the gures as a horizontal dashed line. Hene, wave energy density above this
line is onsidered an inrease with respet to the inoming waves.
Plots of water surfae elevation and uxes (P,Q) for seleted wave periods between
6 s and 16 s are shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.19. Additional plots for all periods
simulated are presented in Appendix C.
Finally, the results are also shown in tabular form for the alulated ampliation
fator Af and average wave energy density E. The alulated ampliation fators
for points P4 to P7 are presented in Table 4.2. Wave length L and wave number
k are also inluded. Calulated wave energy densities for the North, East and
South basin walls are presented in Table 4.3. Wave length L and average wave
energy at the basin inner area Ebasin are also inluded.
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Figure 4.5: Ampliation fators, Points P5 and P7, limits of the North wall.
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Figure 4.6: Ampliation fators, Points P4 and P5, limits of the East wall.
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Figure 4.7: Ampliation fators, Points P4 and P6, limits of the South wall.
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Figure 4.8: Wave energy density at the North wall (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 4.9: Wave energy density at the East wall (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 4.10: Wave energy density at the South wall (Figure 3.16).
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Table 4.2: Tabular results of average ampliation fators at points P4 to P7.
T[s℄ L[m℄ k P7 P5 P6 P4
6 56.2 0.1117 1.2 2.5 2.2 1.5
6.5 65.9 0.0952 1.6 0.6 1.3 0.7
7 76.4 0.0821 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.1
7.5 87.6 0.0716 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.5
8 99.5 0.0631 0.8 0.1 1.7 1.2
8.5 111.9 0.0561 1.7 0.3 2.3 2.6
8.8 119.6 0.0525 1.3 0.1 0.8 2.1
8.9 122.2 0.0514 1.4 0.3 0.4 2.1
9 124.8 0.0503 1.5 0.7 0.1 2.2
9.1 127.4 0.0493 2.0 1.4 0.7 2.6
9.2 130.0 0.0483 3.4 3.4 2.7 3.8
9.3 132.6 0.0473 4.0 5.1 4.6 3.6
9.4 135.3 0.0464 2.1 3.3 3.3 1.3
9.5 137.9 0.0455 1.1 2.1 2.1 0.3
10 151.2 0.0415 0.4 1.1 1.0 0.4
11 178.1 0.0352 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.5
12 204.8 0.0306 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.5
13 231.1 0.0271 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.5
14 257.1 0.0244 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.5
15 282.6 0.0222 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.6
16 307.8 0.0204 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.7
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.11: Snapshot for T = 6.0s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.12: Snapshot for T = 6.5s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.13: Snapshot for T = 7.0s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.14: Snapshot for T = 7.5s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.15: Snapshot for T = 8.5s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.16: Snapshot for T = 9.3s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.17: Snapshot for T = 9.5s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.18: Snapshot for T = 12.0s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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a) Surfae elevations (η).
b) Flux (P).
) Flux (Q).
Figure 4.19: Snapshot for T = 16.0s at maximum displaement of surfae elevation η
inside the basin.
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Table 4.3: Tabular results of average wave energy density presented in Figures 4.8, 4.9
and 4.10 in units of [kJ/m2].
T[s℄ L[m℄ Ebasin North Wall South Wall East Wall
P5− P7 P4− P6 P4− P5
6 56.2 1.13 2.37 2.59 2.90
6.5 66.0 0.97 2.24 2.03 0.64
7 76.5 0.10 0.25 0.27 0.09
7.5 87.7 0.12 0.15 0.54 0.21
8 99.6 0.46 0.41 1.61 0.82
8.5 112.0 1.75 1.43 3.78 3.65
8.8 119.6 1.06 1.04 1.76 2.09
8.9 122.2 1.13 1.29 1.81 2.03
9 124.8 1.36 1.83 2.22 2.16
9.1 127.4 2.40 3.92 4.11 3.19
9.2 130.1 7.73 15.19 14.16 8.60
9.3 132.7 12.29 26.78 23.27 12.98
9.4 135.3 4.19 9.66 7.89 4.77
9.5 138.0 1.50 3.48 2.66 1.99
10 151.3 0.42 0.88 0.49 0.84
11 178.1 0.25 0.43 0.15 0.55
12 204.8 0.23 0.37 0.13 0.47
13 231.2 0.25 0.36 0.16 0.45
14 257.1 0.31 0.41 0.21 0.50
15 282.6 0.38 0.48 0.28 0.57
16 307.8 0.53 0.65 0.41 0.75
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Figure 4.20: Ampliation fators shifted in wave period for WP4 and WP5.
4.3 Disussion of results
In this setion the results obtained from the physial and numerial models are
analysed and disussed.
The results for the physial model were limited to measurements of surfae osilla-
tions at two loations inside the basin. These loations were seleted to reord the
maximum variation of surfae elevation at the bak wall of the basin. The results
presented in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 show a shift in wave period between both
loations.
The maximums and minimum values, as well as the whole urves, are shifted hor-
izontally (in wave period) in about 1s as shown in Figure 4.20. A dierene of
0.8s, for instane waves with periods of 8s and 8.8s in water depths of 50m, have a
dierene in wave length of 20 m (wave lengths of 100 m and 120 m respetively).
This dierene mathes the length dierene of 20m between the North and
South walls, whih are 45 m and 65 m long respetively. Moreover, the shortest
wall (North) is related to the shortest wave length at the peak Af (WP5 at 7.9s).
The longest wall (`South) is related to the longest wave length at the peak Af
(WP4 at 8.8s). This may indiate that the asymmetri entrane an ontrol the
shifting in wave period of the ampliation fator at the bak wall orners.
The results for the numerial model at the bak wall or East wall are illustrated
in Figure 4.6. From this plot, ampliation fators at P4 are shifted slightly to
the lower periods when ompared with P5. This is on the opposite diretion from
the physial results in Figure 4.20.
In addition, the wave period range in whih Af > 1 is wider for P4 when ompared
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with P5. Hene, Point 4 is more suitable than Point 5 for wave energy extration
if a wider period range for operation is required.
The results for the physial and numerial models an be ompared at the bak
wall, between Points WP4-P4 and WP5-P5 respetively. If the ampliation fa-
tors are ompared at spei periods, the results for the two models dier. Am-
pliation fators near the peak enhanement at the orners of the bak wall are
shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Ampliation fators from physial and numerial models at the orners of
the bak wall.
(1)
: result for T = 8s, (2) : result for T = 10s..
T[s℄ Af physial and (numerial) model
WP4 (P4) WP5 (P5)
7.9 0.28 (1.2)(1) 1.73 (0.1)(1)
8.8 1.68 (2.1) 1.10 (0.1)
10.1 1.21 (0.4)(2) 0.69 (1.1)(2)
From this table it an be seen that the results do not present a orrelation at the
period range of interest. If all the data points are plotted in the same graph, as in
Figure 4.21, a better orrelation would be obtained if the data points are shifted
horizontally, as shown in the same gures.
A horizontal shift of WP4 data points to the left in Figure 4.21 requires that the
wave period needs to be shorter for a given alulated Af . This is not physially
possible, sine the wave period of the inoming waves does not hange. What an
hange is the resonant onditions inside the basin. In the physial model, longer
waves were enhaned. This shift in period, or resonant wave lengths, may then be
attributed to a slight dierene in size between the physial and numerial models.
A physial (numerial) model that is slightly larger (shorter) when ompared to
the numerial (physial) model would enhane longer (shorter) wave lengths and
produe this horizontal shift.
In ontrast, point WP5 is shifted in the opposite diretion in Figure 4.21. In this
ase the physial (numerial) model dimension that is driving the resonant modes
must be shorter (larger) when ompared to the numerial (physial) model to pro-
due this horizontal shift.
A dierene in size between the physial and numerial models is not stritly pos-
sible, sine both models were built and designed to be ompared. Slight variations
in length are possible due to onstrution toleranes, but this should not be rele-
vant. On the other hand, it is not stritly the basin size that is the end parameter
for harbour resonane. It is the resonant length indued by the basin entrane.
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The harbour entrane eet, as desribed by Miles and Munk (1961), produes a
shift of the nodal line seaward basin entrane. As a result, from this referene it
an be dedued that the enhaned quarter wave length is in the order of 10% to
30% longer than the basin length, depending on the width of the entrane gap.
The numerial model probably is not modelling the hydrodynamis at the basin
entrane properly, but this is not onlusive. Further studies would be required to
onrm this or establish another reason for this shift.
It is onluded that the shifts in wave period observed and desribed in Figure 4.21
an be produed by a dierene in loation of the nodal line at the basin entrane.
Moreover, sine the entrane is asymmetri, the nodal line is a urve that adopts
dierent urvatures, whih an enhane or derease the ampliation fator in one
or the other bak wall orner as desribed later in this setion.
From the results for the numerial model (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2), the maximum
ampliation fators obtained at the bak wall are Af(P5) = 5.1 and Af(P4) = 3.8
for the rst mode of osillation (n = 1, m = 1) at T ∼ 9.3s. This result averages
4.45, similar to the theoretial Af = 4.3 (Figure 2.33, n = 1).
For the seond mode of osillation (n = 2, m = 2), Af(P5) = 2.5 and Af(P4) = 1.5
at T ∼ 6s. This results in an average of 2.0, also very similar to the theoretial
Af = 2.3 (Figure 2.33, n = 2).
These values are only indiative of the basin response, sine they do not inlude
losses by wall roughness. Unfortunately, due to the wave period shift between
physial and numerial model results, a omparison of the maximum values is not
possible. In spite of this, ampliation fators obtained from the physial model,
whih inlude losses, indiate ampliation fators above 1.5, whih is onsidered
attrative for wave energy onversion.
The average wave energy density in the inner area of the basin is presented in
Figure 4.8 by a dotted line (and repeated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10). It an be seen
that there is an inrease in wave energy density in this area for periods between
8.5 s and 9.5 s. In ontrast, the wave energy is redued at higher and lower periods
(7 s to 8 s and 10 s to 16 s). Hene there is a narrow band of about 1s in whih
wave energy storage is inreased by basin resonane.
Along the basin walls (Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10), the response at the shorter East
and North walls is similar, but with higher Af for the longer periods when om-
pared with the basin. The response of the East wall is as expeted, sine waves
with longer periods would enhane wave heights at the bak wall and derease the
ampliation towards the basin entrane.
For better insight into the resonant modes, further results were obtained by visual
inspetion of the surfae elevation plots presented in Figures 4.11 to 4.19. With the
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of ampliation fators (Af ) at points 4 and 5 between
physial and numerial (dashed lines) models.
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help of these images, the resonant modes of osillation along (n) and aross (m) the
basin were inluded in Table 4.5, together with the average wave energy densities
at the basin inner area and basin side walls. It must be remembered that the wave
energy density of the undisturbed inoming waves is E = ρga2i /2 = 1.257[kJ/m
2]
with ai = 0.5m.
Table 4.5: Mode of osillation and wave energy density at the basin inner area and at
the walls.
(1) : Diagonal nodal line.
mode of osillation Wave energy density [kJ/m2℄
T[s℄ n m L [m℄ Ebasin North wall East wall South wall
6 2 2 56.2 1.13 2.37 2.9 2.59
7 2(1) 2(1) 76.5 0.1 0.25 0.09 0.27
8.5 2 0 112 1.75 1.43 3.65 3.78
9.3 1 1 132.7 12.29 26.78 12.98 23.27
9.5 2 1
(1)
138 1.5 3.48 1.99 2.66
12 1 0 204.8 0.23 0.37 0.47 0.13
16 1 0 307.8 0.53 0.65 0.75 0.41
From Table 4.5, and also from Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, it an be observed that
wave energy density is dereased at the walls and at the basin inner area for wave
periods from 7 s to 8 s. This is due to diagonal nodal lines (Figure 4.13) that
redues the overall wave energy density in the basin.
The area outside the basin provides additional information. In Figure 4.13 it an
be observed that for T = 7s there is a lear asymmetry of the sattering of sur-
fae elevations (η) and wave energy uxes P and Q. Charateristi patterns of
P-uxes for wave periods that result in higher wave energy densities inside the
basin, T = 6.0, T = 8.5 and T = 9.3s, are regrouped in Figure 4.22. It an be
observed that there is a redution in the instant wave energy ux in front of the
basin entrane when ompared with the ux reeted from the shoreline.
On the other hand, Q-uxes for wave periods that result in lower wave energy den-
sities inside the basin, T = 6.5s, T = 7.0s and T = 7.5s, are regrouped in Figure
4.23. In these ases, the ux is asymmetri in the diretion of the shoreline.
From these last plots it is onrmed that the wave energy uxes in the area near
the basin are relevant to enhane wave energy density, in a similar way to wave
energy extration by wave energy onverters.
For maximum wave energy enhanement inside a resonant basin, outgoing waves
from the basin entrane should interfere destrutively with the inoming P-ux.
This takes plae under resonant onditions by radiated waves from the harbour
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with a dierent phase.
In addition, Q-ux should be symmetri to the main resonant axis of the basin.
If it is not, diagonal osillations would redue the wave energy density inside the
basin.
Finally, it an be onluded that the proposed wave energy basin does enhane
wave energy density for a spei wave period range. From the results for the
physial model, a maximum ampliation fator of 1.7 inreases wave energy den-
sity by a fator of 2.9.
The asymmetri entrane does the job to indue ross-waves. This an be used to
enhane wave heights on a preferred side wall.
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a) P-ux for T = 6s.
b) P-ux for T = 8.5s.
) P-ux for T = 9.3s.
Figure 4.22: Snapshots of P-ux. Cases at peak ampliation fators.
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a) Q-ux for T = 6.5s.
b) Q-ux for T = 7.0s.
) Q-ux for T = 7.5s.
Figure 4.23: Snapshots of Q-ux. Cases of low ampliation fators.
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Chapter 5
Conlusions
The onversion of wave energy to useful eletriity is a tehnial hallenge that
requires the expertise of multiple disiplines. Coastal (oean) engineering is one
of them, providing support on resoure assessment and the design of temporary or
permanent infrastruture in the marine environment.
In terms of resoure assessment, suitable loations with higher wave energy densi-
ties an be investigated and proposed, or the resoure an be modied to optimise
wave energy density and availability.
From the literature review (Chapter 2) it an be observed that signiant eorts,
investigations and designs have been made to inrease the wave energy density
before onversion to eletriity. Designs have inluded wave reetors, funnelling
hannels, protruding walls and bottom mounds.
The priniple is that a good wave energy onverter has to interfere destrutively
with the inoming waves. Fixed strutures interfere onstrutively. Hene it is
lear that the interation between the wave energy devie, the oastline, and the
inoming waves is of primary importane for wave energy onversion.
A new lassiation of devies is proposed on the basis of the interation of WECs
with the resoure: wave interferene devies, wave olletor devies and wave res-
onane devies. This lassiation an be used to better understand the wave
onditions that an be used to improve the performane of a WEC.
A resonant basin with a simple layout and an asymmetri entrane was proposed
in Chapter 3 and tested in a physial and numerial model. The basin entrane
with a V shape provided a wave front of the same width as the basin. The nar-
row entrane gap produes a trapping eet. The asymmetri entrane was seen
to turn waves and indue resonane in the ross diretion.
The priniple of enhaning wave energy density in the proposed resonant basin
has been shown to perform well, but only within a limited wave period range.
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From the results of physial and numerial models (Chapter 4), the rst onlusion
is that the asymmetri entrane is able to indue ross-waves. A lear longitudinal
(n = 1,2) and a transverse (m = 1,2) resonant osillation were present when a
maximum ampliation fator was reahed.
A seond result is that the proposed basin has a useful resonant response for a pe-
riod range of one seond. Out of this band, the basin beomes ounterprodutive
by reduing the wave energy density.
Fixed strutures an be seen as onstrutive wave energy olletors. The response
of a resonant basin with opposite parallel walls, as the one tested in this thesis,
is limited in bandwidth. To inrease the bandwidth it would be required to shift
the side walls and tune the basin to the wave onditions. A dierent basin layout
inluding side walls at an angle dierent from 90 degrees may also work.
Wave energy extration from the basin was not inluded in the sope of this thesis,
but it is reognised that this is a relevant issue that an lead to further and even
more promising studies. The interation of waves reeted from xed strutures
and radiated from wave energy devies ould be used to enhane wave energy for
onversion. For instane a WEC devie suh an osillating water olumn may be
used to indue ross-waves inside the resonant basin instead of using xed asym-
metri breakwaters.
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Appendix A
Analytial expressions
A.1 Coupling of plane waves with sattered
waves from a harbour entrane
Lee (1969) worked on a Boundary Element Method that satises the Helmoltz
equation and solves Laplae's veloity potential. It was assumed that outside the
harbour the water surfae elevation η is of the form η = aif(x, y)e
−iωt
. The wave
funtion f(x, y) = (fi + fr + fs) was dened by fi inident, fr reeted, and fs
sattered wave funtions. The other parameters, ai and e
iωt
, are the inoming
wave amplitude and a time fator respetively. The wave funtion f(x, y) had to
satisfy the Helmoltz equation,
∂2f
∂x2
+
∂2f
∂y2
+ k2f = 0 (A.1.1)
with the boundary onditions
∂f
∂n
= 0 at the shoreline (A.1.2)
∂f
∂n
=
∂fh
∂n
at the basin entrane (A.1.3)
lim
x,y→∞
f = fi + fr radiation ondition, (A.1.4)
where n is a vetor normal to the slope. Outside the harbour, Lee (1969) used a
Hankel funtion, H
(1)
0 (kr), whih satises the radiation ondition at innity. The
outgoing sattered wave funtion fs an be approximated by the equation A.1.5
with a, k and ω the amplitude, wave number and phase of the osillation respe-
tively. As a property, fs approahes zero at innity (kr →∞), as shown in Figure
A.1. Using this expression, the sattering of a point-soure osillation an be de-
ned by equation A.1.6
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Figure A.1: Wave sattering from a point soure (equation A.1.6).
Figure A.2: Coupling of plane waves with sattered waves from a harbour entrane
f(x,y).
fs = H
(1)
0 (kr) ∼
√
2
pi(kr)
ei(kr−
pi
4
)
(A.1.5)
ηs = aH
(1)
0 (kr)e
−iωt ∼ a
√
2
pi(kr)
ei(kr−ωt−
pi
4
)
(A.1.6)
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Physial model measurements
B.1 Physial model test series
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Table B.1: Physial model test series
Test h f Notes
MSQ 02 001 256 1.5 Wave probes (WPs) at the entre of the walls
MSQ 02 002 256 1.5 WPs reloated to the orners of the basin
MSQ 02 003 256 1.0
MSQ 02 004 256 1.6
MSQ 02 005 256 1.6 Repetition of MSQ02 004
MSQ 02 006 256 1.6 Wave maker (WM) running for 50 s
MSQ 02 007 256 1.6 WM running for 100 s
MSQ 02 008 256 1.6 WM running for 15 s
MSQ 02 009 256 1.6 WM running for 30 s
MSQ 02 010 256 1.6 WM running for 40 s
MSQ 02 011 256 1.6 WM running for 360 s, WP1 to WP3 moved
loser to the wall, <20 mm
MSQ 02 012 bye
MSQ 02 013 245 1.0 WM running for 360 s, reording (REC) for 600 s
MSQ 02 014 245 1.2 WM running for 360 s, REC for 600 s
MSQ 02 015 245 1.4
MSQ 02 016 245 1.6
MSQ 02 017 245 1.8 WMs running for 500 s, REC for 600 s
MSQ 02 018 245 2.0
MSQ 02 019 245 1.0
MSQ 02 020 245 1.0
MSQ 02 021 245 1.2
MSQ 02 022 245 1.4
MSQ 02 023 245 1.6
MSQ 02 024 245 1.8
MSQ 02 025 245 2.0
MWL 03 001 245 1.0
MWL 03 002 245 1.2
MWL 03 003 245 1.4
MWL 03 004 245 1.6
MWL 03 005 245 1.8
MWL 03 006 245 2.0
MWL 03 007 245 1.0
MWL 03 008 245 1.2
MWL 03 009 245 1.4
MWL 03 010 245 1.6
MWL 03 011 245 1.8
MWL 03 012 245 2.0
MSQ 03 001 30 0.9
MSQ 03 002 30 0.9
MSQ 03 003 30 0.9
MSQ 03 001 30 1.7
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B.2 Input signal for the paddles of the wave
maker
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Figure B.1: Wave maker paddle displaements in [mm℄ for dierent frequenies. From
top to bottom: 1Hz, 1.2Hz, 1.4Hz, 1.6Hz, 1.8Hz, and 2.0Hz.
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B.3 Measured water surfae elevations with the
basin open
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Figure B.2: Test run with f = 1.5 Hz: wave probes at the entre of the walls (MSQ02
001). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.3: Test run with f = 1.5H z (MSQ02 002). From top to bottom, wave probes
WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.4: Test run with f = 1.0 Hz (MSQ02 003). From top to bottom, wave probes
WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.5: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz (MSQ02 004). From top to bottom, wave probes
WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.6: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 50 s (MSQ02 006).
From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.7: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 100 s (MSQ02 007).
From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.8: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 15 s (MSQ02 008).
From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.9: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 30 s (MSQ02 009).
From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.10: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 40 s (MSQ02 010).
From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.11: Test run with f = 1.6 Hz. Wave maker running for 360 s, and WPs moved
loser to the wall, < 20 mm (MSQ02 011). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to
WP5.
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Figure B.12: Test run with f = 1.0 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for 360 s
(MSQ02 013). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.13: Prodution run with f = 1.2 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 014). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.14: Prodution run with f = 1.4 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 015). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.15: Prodution run with f = 1.6 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 016). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.16: Prodution run with f = 1.8 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 017). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.17: Prodution run with f = 2.0 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 018). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.18: Prodution run with f = 1.0 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 019). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.19: Prodution run with f = 1.0 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 020). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.20: Prodution run with f = 1.2 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 021). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.21: Prodution run with f = 1.4 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 022). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.22: Prodution run with f = 1.6 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 023). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.23: Prodution run with f = 1.8 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 024). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.24: Prodution run with f = 2.0 Hz, d = 245 mm. Wave maker running for
360 s (MSQ02 025). From top to bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP5.
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Figure B.25: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.0Hz (MWL03 001). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.26: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.2 Hz (MWL03 002). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.27: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.4 Hz (MWL03 003). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.28: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.6 Hz (MWL03 004). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.29: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.8 Hz (MWL03 005). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.30: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 2.0 Hz (MWL03 006). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.31: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.0 Hz (MWL03 007). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.32: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.2 Hz (MWL03 008). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.33: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.4 Hz (MWL03 009). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.34: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.6 Hz (MWL03 010). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.35: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 1.8 Hz (MWL03 011). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.36: Prodution run, basin losed, f = 2.0 Hz (MWL03 012). From top to
bottom, wave probes WP1 to WP3.
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Figure B.37: Average water surfae osillations (three probes), test series no. 1. From
top to bottom: 1.0 Hz, 1,2 Hz, 1,4 Hz, 1.6 Hz, 1.8 Hz and 2.0 Hz (MWL03 001-006).
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Figure B.38: Average water surfae osillations (three probes), test series no. 2. From
top to bottom: 1.0 Hz, 1,2 Hz, 1,4 Hz, 1.6 Hz, 1.8 Hz and 2.0 Hz (MWL03 007-012).
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Numerial model results
C.1 Plots of surfae elevations
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.1: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 6.0s and two opposite phases.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.2: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 6.5s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.3: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 7.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.4: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 7.5s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.5: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 8.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.6: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 8.5s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.7: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 8.8s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.8: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 8.9s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.9: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.10: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.1s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.11: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.2s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.12: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.3s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.13: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.4s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.14: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 9.5s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.15: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 10.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.16: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 11.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.17: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 12.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.18: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 13.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.19: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 14.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.20: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 15.0s.
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a) η for two opposite phases.
b) P for two opposite phases.
) Q for two opposite phases.
Figure C.21: Surfae elevation η, ux P, ux Q for T = 16.0s.
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